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ABSTRACT

Themainproblemin the analysis of the cho~r-fed de series motor

arises due to the nonlinear relation betweenthe armature induced voltage and

the ,armature current. Because of this, the differential equations which

describe the operation of the motor in different modesof a cho~r cycle are

nonlinear. Exact solution of these equations can only be obtained numerically

by the use of considerable computationtime.

This thesis describes certain approximationswhichpermit the derivation

of simple but accurate analytical methodsfor the analysis of de series motor

fed froma chopper. Cho~rs can be operated either with Time Ratio Control

(TRC) or Current Limit Control (CLC). Thepresent workis concernedwith the

modellingand analysis of dc series motorcontrolled by a chopper with TRC.

Twodifferent mathematicalmodelshave been formulated. The firat one is based

on some empirical formula, derived from someexperimental results of the

motor. In the second.modelthe motor'performanceis simulated by, some non-

linear differential equations, whichhave been solved numerically. - Standard

fourth order Runge-Kuttanumerical methodis used. Effect. of magnetic satura-

tion is efficiently incorporated in this modelthrough representing the mag-

netising curve mathematicallyby the arc-tan curve. Both the models are ap-

plied to predict the steady state perfonnancesof de series motor controlled

by chopper, taking ,into account,. the saturation of the magnetic circuit, ef-

fect of eddy currents in the field cores and the armature reaction. The

results are analysed and comparedwith the practical measurements. .The ex-

perimental performanceagrees very well with the predicted performance.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

The electrical machine is one link in the chain of a drive system. As a

link, the electrical machine is influenced by the, rest of the chain, and in

'turn influences the behavior of the whole system. For analysis of electric-

machine systems, an accurate model of dc machine is desired', since de machines

are widely used in various electric drives.

In most of the industries, controlling system is the prime concern of

the indUstrialists. Because dePending on the processes carried out, the speed

of the driving'meChanism, its torque, current, voltage etc. maybe required to

be controlled to confonn the load duty cycle. Control is necessary also ,for

stabilizing the drive system by quick response to any changes. The outstan!ling

characteristic of dc motors is their versatility. By meansof various com-

binations of shunt, series and separately excited field windings they can be

designed to have a wide variety of built-in speed-torque characteristics for

both dynamicand steady state operation. Because of the ease with which they

can be controlled, systems of de motors are often used in, applications

requiring a wide range of speed,variation or precise control of motor output.

Due to these inherent advantages, dc motors are in wide application, both in

high power industrial and electric traction drives as well as, in low power

drives needed for different servo systems.

In almost all industrial applications, such as in paper, cement, sugar

and textile mills as well as in different metallurgical fields, the control of

speed and position of the drives are very muchrequired. The classical method

of speed control were those using motor-generator set (Ward-Leonard method).

But apart from slower response, inaccuracy, high cost and system loss, the

classical methodof control possesses all the disadvantages of rotating

1
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machines. Howeverthe method of control shifted from rotary to static with the

advent of amplidyne and metadyne but still the problem of fast response and

efficient operation remain unsolved together with the problem caused by the

bulkiness of the equipment. [1,2].

In modern de drives, thyristorized power converter has replaced the

classical motor-generator control set, since it provides faster response at a

lower cost [2,3,4]. The most salient features of the thyristor are the high

accuracy, compactness, fast response and easy routine maintenance for trouble

free operation. For these reasons, nowadays, most of the conventional con-

trol systems have been effectively replaced by thyristor controlled one, such

as converters, inverters and cycloconverters.

Thyristor choppers are now very. widely used. for controlling de

separately and series excited motors. The output voltage of .choppers is

usually controlled either by using TimeRatio Control (TRC)or by using Cur-

rent Limit Control (CLe) [5]. In TRC, the ONto OFFtime ratio is adjusted.

The chopper may then be operated, either at a fixed frequency and variable ON

to OFFtime ratio, or, at a fixed ON(or OFF) time and variable frequency. In

CLe, the load current is restricted between specified maximumand mininn.m

values by using suitable firing techniques. Although both the schemes have

relative advantages and limitations [6], choppers with variable ONtime. and

fixed frequency are preferable because these are simple and . provide

flexibility in control and quick response. But de motors supplied from chopper

run at adverse condition resulting from periodic on-off of the de voltage. The

motor performance characteristics deviate from the usual dc motor

characteristics. For effective control of de motor with chopper in the con-

trol chain exact performance curves are required. Apart from that designing of

chopper-fed dc motor requires theoretical derivation of these curves using

design~parameters. So the present work sets as its objective the analysis of

dc motor performance when it is supplied from the output of a chopper.
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1.2 LITERATURE SURVEY
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the analysis. For the linear model laplace transfonn and fourier series

analysis are used by some authors [17,20] to detennine the output characteris-

tics of chopper-fed de motor. A systematic developnent of the analysis, design

and testing of a thyristor (SCR)controlled separately excited dc motor drive

system was carried out by P.C.SENand M.L.MACDONALD[20]. The motor armature

voltage was supplied from a three phase fully controlled six-pulse thyristor

bridge. Closed loop control was analyzed using transfer function techniques

and the necessity of an inner current loop was also demonstrated. A combina-

tion of fourier analysis of load voltage wavefonn and laplace transformation

was applied for detennining the perfonnance of a separately excited dc motor

fed from a chopper controlled supply, under all modes of operation by S.N.

SINGHand D.R.KOHLI[17]. In their analysis the effect of commutation interval

of the chopper circuit was taken into consideration. The analysis was used to

predict both the steady state and transient response.

TAKEUCHI[24] has analyzed a dc series motor fed by a pulse width .modu-

lated chopper with square wave output'voltage neglecting the nonlinearity of

magnetic circuit. The analysis of a de separately excited motor fed by a chop-

per with square wave output voltage and time ratio control has been described

by K.NITTAET AL [25]. The steady state perfonnance of a separately excited de

motor has been analyzed by PARIMELALAGANand RAJClOPALAN(26) based on the as-

sumptions of negligible .commutation interval, negligible ripple in the arma-

ture current and constant current during cOlllJlUtation. FRANKLIN[18] has.

analyzed a dc series motor fed by current limit controlled chopper. In this

work the magnetisation characteristics of the motor between the two current

limi ts is approximated by a straight line. '!his method is, however, unsuitable

for the analysis of pulse-width modulated chopper controlled drive as the two

extreme limits of current fluctuations. are not knownbefore hand. The papers

by DUBEYET AL [5,27-29] describes methods of analyzing dc motor controlled by

either current limit control or pulse width control. The analysis has been

4



.carried out by approximating the chopper output voltage as a square wave

ei ther by assUlllingthe cOlllllUtationinterval to be negligible [5,27] or by

modifying the effective Value of duty interval approximately taking into ac-

count the effect of commutation interval [29]. It is further assumed that

fluctuation in speed during a chopping cycle is negligible. In the paper by

DUBEYand DAMPLE[28] speed is assumed as constant during the chopping period

and also for a given ONtime an initial value of load current is required to

be assumed at the begining of duty interval. In another Paper [30] the authors

S.N.SINGHand D.R.KOHLIhave presented a method of analyzing chopper-fed

separately excited dc motors under continuous conduction modeof operation.

Fourier analysis and laplaCe transformation were used to develop the mathe-

matical expressions for .current and speed which were, however, dependent on

each other.

A generalized method of analysis of chopper fed de separately excited

motor has been presented by H.SATPATIU,G.K.DIJBEYand L.P.SINGH[31] taking

into account the effect of source inductance, chopper commutation interval,

discontinuous conduction and the effect of armature reaction of the motor.

S.N.BHADRA,N.K.DEand A.K.CHATI"OPADHYAY[32] in the year of .1981 has pub-

. lished a paper which presents a comprehensive analysis that predicts the per-

formance of a thyristor~chopper controlled de series motor.during regenerative

braking operation. The analysis takes into account all the possible modes of

operation during this type of braking, the nonlinearity of the magnetisation

characteristics including the variation of field inductance and the effect of

the commutating capacitor in the chopper circuit on the braking performance.

In 1972 W.FRANKLIN[18] as mentioned earlier has studied the theoretical

relationship between current, flux and pulse duration, of a series moto~ sup-

plied with power pulses taking into account the nonlinearity of the magnetic

field by suitable approxi~tion.The magnetisation curve was represented by a

technique based on the principle of equivalent magnetic energy. The stored
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magnetic energy, as derived from the approximation is made equal to the value
obtained from the actual curve. But as it complicates the system equations its
digital computer simulation becomes very difficult. In 1981 by the.author G.K.
DUBEY and W.SHEPHERD [21], a paper was published which deals with the tran-
sient analysis of a chopper controlled de series motor with TRC or CLC con-
trolled including magnetic saturation. The magnetisation CUl~e was represented
by them in a piece-wise linear form as follows:

i) In the unsaturated portion of.the magnetisation curve it is approx-
imated by a straight line passing through the point corresponding
to the value of current under consideration and the origin.

ii) For other portion (the saturated portion) of the magnetisation curve
it is approximated by a straight line passing through the point of
consideration and having a slope equal to the slope of the magnet-
isation curve at that point.

The same piece-wise linear technique was used by M.H.RASHID [22] :to
analyze the dynamic performances of an armature voltage-eontrolled chopper
circuit with a low-pass input filter taking the account of nonlinearities sllCh
as the magnetic saturation and the prodllCt of variable. terms. S.N.BHADRA,
M.K.DE. and A.K.CHA'ITOPADHYAY [32] has used minimum error criterion to repre-

,
sent magnetic saturation by odd order polynomial. The same technique is fol-
lowed by A;YABLON and J.APPELBAUM [33] who have considered both linear and
nonlinear models and analyzed with the aid of the SUPER SCEPlRE Computer.
program. F.P.DEMELLO and L.N.HENNETT [34] in their paper, published in 1986
have used arc-tan curves for representing the magnetisation characteristics.
But this arc-tan curve can not represent the magnetisation characteristics
properly since it has got indeterminate behavior at high value of intensity.

In 1983 R.S.RAMSHAW and G.XIE [23] have presented a simulation model of
dc machine, making some assumptions sllChas, losses due to hysteresis and eddy
current. are lumped and distribution of air-gap flux is assumed sinusoidal.

6



Direct and quadrature axis representation is used for expressing the flux by a

higher order polynomial. This model a=Otmts for magnetic saturation. The

intrinsic nonlinearity of the set of differential equation was also taken into

consideration. From this highly parameterised, nonlinear mathematical model a

general multiport model and its dual'for electric circuit simulation were also

presented. In the same year H.SATHPATHI,G.K.DUBEYand L.P.SINGH[35] have

made'and analysis to predict the steady state performance of de series motor

controlled by chopper taking into a=otmt the magnetic saturation, armature
•

reaction and eddy current effect. They have used the FROLICH's equation to

represent the magnetic saturation. E.G.STRANGASand H.B.HAMILTON[36] in their

paper have utilized finite element technique to solve the electromagnetic

field., in the time domain, taking eddy current and saturation effects into'

accOtmt. 'In 1987 ENAMULBASHERandA.R.KHAN[37] 'have worked on a mathematical

model for 'analysis of transients of de machines which considers complexities

of interactions of such phenomenaas mutual effect of direct and quadrature

fluxes, eddy currents and commutation in a form easy to be handled in computer

calculations.

1.3 sroPE OF THE PRBSENTWOOK

The objective of the present work is the steady state analysis of

chopper-fed dc series motor. So, the scope of this thesis includes the study

of the relevant topics and development of a mathematical model suitable for

rational representation of dc series motor supplied from the chopper. 'The

thesis deals also with the problem of working out effective method of applica-

tion of model by suggesting how to determine its parameters •

. Nonlinearity caused by the magnetic saturation, armature reaction, eddy

current, connnutati,;minterval of the chopping cycle etc. complicates the dif-

ferential equations, that describe the operation of the motor. A published

analytical 'model [35] based on empirical representation of above non-

7



linearities has been used to calculate the perfonnance curve of a sEIIDple

motor. This concrete model has been singled out as it considers all the above

mentioned nonlinear physical phenomena. The different constants of this inodel

are determined from the available motor data as well as from experiments

carried out in the laboratory set up. The large number of coefficients so

determined are fitted in the empirical relationships of the model to draw the

mechanical characteristic of the chopper-fed de series motor.

A mathematical model, in which the dc series motor is simulated by a set

of nonlinear differential equations has been developed. Numerical technique is

to be used to solv.e the system of differential equations. Fourth order Runge-

Kutta method has been used for this purpose, because, it simplifies the COlIl-

puter prpgrEllDffiingand it is a reasonably accurate numerical method for solving

differential equations .. A computer progrEIIDin FORTRAN-77has been developed to

solve the system of equations by digital computer.

The theoretical results obtained by applying the models to a chopper-fed

dc series motor have been comparedwith the experimental results. The results

have been analysed critically and the possible way for further work on this

context have also been recommended.

1.4 nmsrs OOGANIZATIOO

This thesis consists of eight chapters. As an introductory approach, the

thesis 'objective and literature review are presented in chapter 1. In this .

thesis primary stress is given on the simulation of chopper-fed de series

motor, therefore, in chapter 2 and 3, a very brief. idea is given about

electric drive systems and chopper drives. The.mathematical models have been

formulated in chapter 4. Using these mathematical models numerical evaluation

is carried out in chapter 5. Chapter 6 presents the actual steady state per-.

fonnance of a chopper-fed dc series motor. Comparison of the theoretical

results with the experimental one is done in chapter 7. Analysis of the

B



results are also presented in chapter 7. In chapter 8 conclusions are
presented on the basis of the results fOlmd in chapter 5 and 6. RecOlllIlenda-
tions for further work are also provided in chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 2



ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEM

Anelectric drive systemconsists of the following main elements: Main

powersupply, Converter, Motor, Mechanicalsystemand the Controller. Ini-

tially the nature of the mechanicalsystemand the mainpowersupply only will

be known,whereas the motor, converter and the controller must be designed or

chosen. Whena preliminary design of a desirable drive systemhas been carried

out it maybe discovered that the available electric powersupply is, in some

way inadequate. It is therefore logical to start with .a discussion of the

kinds of mechanicalsystemthat maybe encounteredand the demands they will

makeon the powersupply, regardless of the exact nature of the controller and

motor.

In this chapter a brie'f discussion of the general features of a conven-

tional electric drive system is presented.. This chapter also presents some
n

basic concepts underlying~ the selection of the element of a drive system

and ends with a discussion of de motor applications and its control technique.

2.2 MJDEL OF AN ELEC'IRIC DRIVE SYS'l'EM

Theblock diagramin figure 2. 1 illustrates the mainelements into which

an electric drive systemmayconveniently be divided. The dotted block as

shownin figure 2.1 represent!! the subordinate current loop, to limit the cur-

rent at the time of transient.'

2.3 THEMECHANICALSYS'l'EM

The mechanical system is "seen" by the motor as a torque that must be

applied to a shaft by the motor coupling. The relation be'tween this load

torque and the motor speedmustbe defined. For steady state operation this

10



,Position or
Sp~ed.,,

, , ,

Feedback
r------ - - - - - - -- - -, - - - -,

Current or
Potential
Feedback

,

-c-

Cont~oller Converter Motor Mechanical
I SystemI

i T
IL-------- - -- - -- ____ --1

Main Power

Supply

FIG, 2.1 MODEL OF AN ELECTRIC DRIVE SYSTEM.

defini tion maybe madein tenns' of the four-quadrant, speed-torque diagram in

figure 2.2 in whichw. is the speed of the rotation of the motor, or the'

dri,venshaft, and TL is the coupling torque developedby the motor or the load

presented by the shaft of the mechanicalsystem.
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o Braking

w

Forward
Driving 0..

oReverse

Driving

-------1-~-~-----Tl

Plugging or 0
Reverse Brak ing

FIG. 2.2 FOUR-QUADRANT SPEED-TORQUE DIAGRAM

1. The first quadrant applies to normal forwarddriving.

2. In the secondqUadrantthe mechanicalsystemdemandsa negative torque

to provide braking. This braking torque maybe producedin a variety of

ways: friction braking, eddycurrent braking, dynamicbraking and

regenerative braking.

3. In the third quadrant motor torque and direction of rotation are

reversed. Theoperating condition are similar to those in the first

quadrant.

4.. The.fourth quadrant mayrepresent one of twopossible conditions. If the

electrical conditions are the sameas in first quadrant driving, the

mechanicalsystemis driving the motor in a direction opposite to that

12



whichwouldresult from its owndevelopedtorque. This is another type

of braking called "plugging". If the electrical conditions are changed

to give reverse driving in the third quadrant, anYof the types of

braking described for the secondquadrant are obtainable in the :fourth

quadrant.

There are different types of mechanicalsystems such as COmpressor,

Centrifugal pumpor Fan, COnstantPowerDrive, Transportation Drive, Winch

Drive, Crane Hoist etc. and each one demands different speed-torque

characteristics. So before selecting the DK>tor-eontroller .combination, the

type of the mechanicalload mustbe studied first.

2.4 ELEcrRIC POWER SUPPLY

The choice of the powerconverter or .conditioner and DK>tor.cannot be

arbitrarily madebut dependson the nature of the powersupply available. Once

the driving elementshave been chosenand a preliminary design of the system
,

carried out it is possible to determinewhether the available powersource

will satisfy the requirements of th~ drive systemparticularly in regard to

maximumpower rating. The frequency and potential variation of the source

should be specified. Theremayalso be restrictions on the harmoniccontent of

'currents drawnfromthe source and the powerfactor at whichthe drive system

mayoperate.

It is unuSualfor a de sourc!"to be available for general purpose in an

industrial plant; therefore, if dC,is particularly. desirable, it must normally

be providedby sorneform,of conversion fromthe ac powersystem. If rectifica-

tion is employedthe possibility of regeneration from the drive systemmust be

considered because a simple diode cannot regenerate. A motor-generator set

that consists of an ac motorand a dc generator is capable of regeneration but

is inefficient in comparisonwith a rectifier.

13
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In traction systems. large seale conversion equipnent capable of

regeneration maybe installed in substations. Theadvantageof de for power

distribution in a raiL-guided traction system is great because the guiding

. rails and a third rail or overheadwire are conductors, whereas the high self

inductance of steel rails prohibits their use with ac of standard power

frequency.

2.5 SELECITON OF THE DRIVE HLEHE!:'Il'S

Once the characteristics of the mechanicalsystemand the source are

defined it is possible to select a suitable motor and converter. Frequently

several combinationsare possible.

Theconverter maybe considered to consist of two parts : the powercon-

verter or modulatorand the logic unit. The logic unit receives cOlIllllalld.and

feedbacksignals and produces from.themthe signals that control the operation .. I{"

of the powerconverter. Figure 2.3 showsa typical converter system. Thecom-

ponents of the converter systemare as followS.:

1. PowerConverter : the output of whichmaybe ,a variable dc or ac pot-

ential or maybe a variable frequencyBe potential.

2. LogicUnit: in response to the signals fromthe controlling system it. ---=--- - _.
switches the thyristors of the powerconverter on and off at proper

instants.

3. Controlled System:this maysimplybe a rotating machineand driven

load with appropriate feedbackpath.

~ ".
4. Controlling System: in response to the commandand feedbacksignals it

~
transmits the appropriate control signals to the logic unit.

14
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Controlling Logic Power Controlled- System Unit Converter System

Power Input

FIG. 2.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A TYPICAL CONVERTER SYSTEM

2.6 TYPESOF <:nNERI'ERS

Table 2.1 lists the main types of converter system. Important infonna-
tion required for each type of converter includes

a. converter tranSfer characteristic;
b. nature of output harmonics;
c. nature of current harmonics created in the power supply line;
d. ability to accept regenerated energy.

. 15
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,TABLE 2.1

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
System

1. ACvoltage controllers

2. Rectifiers (uncontrolled

or controlled)

3. DC-to-dc converters (choppers)

4. Inverters (Uncontrolled

or controlled)

5. Cycloconverters

Conversion Function

Fixed voltage ac to variable voltage ac.

Fixed voltage ac to fixed voltage dc or

variable voltage dc.

Fixed voltage dc to variable voltage'dc

Fixed voltage dc to fixed voltage ac or-

variable voltage ac.

Fixed frequency ac to variable frequency

and variable voltage ac.,

2.7 APPLICATIOOOF DC K:JI'OOS

DCmotors are very frequently used in different industrial and eleCtric

traction drives due to ,its high degree of flexibility and ease of control.

These features can not be obtained easily in other electro-mechanical energy

'conversion devices. The de motors offer a wide range of control of, speed and

torque as well as excellent acceleration and deceleration. As a result dc,

motors are often used in 'applications requiring a wide range of motor speed or

precise control of motor output. Shunt motors are used for driving constant

speed load, centrifUgal pumpS,machine tools, blowers and fans, reciprocating

pumps etc. Series motors are used for electric locomotives, rapid transit

systems, trolley cars, cranes and hoists,' conveyers 'etc. Andthe compoUnd

wound,motorsare found suitable for elEivators, conveyers, heavy planer, ,roll-

ing mills etc. The speed-torque characteristics of different types of dc

motors are shownin figure 2.4, from which someidea maybe obtained, about

the fields in which these motors are used or maybe used.

16
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TORQUE

Separately excited motor

~1
---.-
mRQUE

. Shunt motor

i.
I

Series motor

----.-mRQUE

Compound wound motor.

l.

i'Ik. "
!

FIG. 2.4 SPEED-TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF
D C MOTORS.
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2.8 TECHNIIlJES OF .cnnmL OF DC KJroRS
Themostoutstanding characteristic of a do motor is its adaptability of

control of its torque and speed. Thesteady state output chRracteristics of de

motorsare given by

(2.1)

(2.2)

whereI. andVare the steady state values of the armature current and .ter-

minal voltage, respectively, andKais machineconstant fixed by the design of

the armaturewinding. Theseequat:ions, together with the magnetisation curve

andmethodof excitation of the field windings, determine the built-in torque-

speed characteristics. Whenthese inherent characteristics do not provide the

desired result, control of the torque and speed can be obtained by variation

of any of the three' quantities Ra; ep d and V. Thesemethodsof control are as

follows:

i. inserting resistance to the armaturecircuit (Armatureor Rheostatic

control method).

ii. controlling field excitation (Flux control method).

iii. controlling the armature supply voltage (Voltagecontrol method).

But whenhigh precision, stability and speed of response are important

specifications, the controller mustbe furnished with a measureof the actual

perfonnancei in other words, a feedback control systemmustbe employed.

Machineoutput, in the control sense, refers to morethan simply the mechani-

cal powerdelivered by the shaft of a motoror the electriCal powerdelivered

by a generator, although the poweroutput is controlled in accomplishingother

desired results. Amongthe moresignificant machinequantities over whichcon-

trol maybe exercised are: speed, torque, position, acceleration, frequency,

current, voltage etc. Hencethe desired control perfonnancecan be achieved in

18
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various ways. Howeverthe technique of control maybe crudely classified into

twocategories.

i. Openloop control.

ii. Closed loop control.

2.8.1 OpenLoopControl

Openloop control is very simple concept. It consists of some selected

components those are inherently accurate. Thecharacteristics of these com-

ponents are used to obtain the desired control. Theoutput has no effect on

the input of the system. Theblock diagramof an open loop control system is

shownin figure 2.5. Hereno feedbacksystem is employed. Cumulatively com-

poundedgenerator, separately excited de motor etc. are the examplesof such

system.

R (S)

INPUT

SYSTEM TRANSFER
FUNCTION C; (S)

.

c (S)

OUTPUT

. , Il,

FIG. 2.5 BLOCK DIAGRAM' OF OPEN LOOP SYSTEM
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2.8.2 Closed Loop Control
In the closed loop control system the response (output) has an effect on

the excitation (input). Here the response is sensed and fed back to the input
to control the behavior of the system. Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of a
closed loop control system. The closed loop control system provides the advan-

.-tages of minimum supervision and reduction of manual labour. The examples of
such system are hoists and lifts, metsdyne generator etc.

R (5)

INPUT

E (5)

B(S)

SYSTEM TRANSFER

FUNCTION G(S)

FEEDBACK TRANSFER
FUNCTION H (S)

C (5)

CONTROLLED
OUTPUT

FIG. 2.6 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CLOSED LOOP CONTROL SYSTEM
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CHOPPER 'DRIVES

3.1 INl'llaXCITctI

Theeconomicalavailability of large thyristors 'has suggested a complete

changein the concept of control engineering. Dueto their, compactness, fast

response and higher efficiency most of the conventional control systems such

as motor-generatorset, thyratrons andmerCuryarc converters have been re-

placed by thyristor controlled ones such as rectifiers, choppers, inverters

and cycloconverters. Since in the present workthe analysis of a chopper~con-

trolled dc series motorhas been carried out, it is necessary to discuss the

operation and applications of choppers in somedetails and this has been done

in this chapter.

3.2 CHOPPERS

DC-to-dcconverters, commonlycalled choppersbecause of their principle

of operation, are employedto vary the average value of the direct voltage ap-

plied to a load ci=ui t by introducing one or morethyristors betweenthe load

ci=uit and a de sou=e. The function of a chopper is illustrated by figure

3.1. Themannerin whichthe average load voltage is reducedbelowthat of the

sou=e is illustrated in 'figure 3.2. This showsthat the chopper applies a

train of unidirectional voltage pulses to the load ci=ui t, the magnitudeof

these pulses being the sameas that of the sou=e voltage. Loadvoltage V. may

be varied in one of three different ways.

1. Pulse-widthmodulation; to. maybe varied, while periodic time T is held

constant.

2. Frequencymodulation; to. maybe kept constant while T is varied.

3. Combinedpulse-width and frequencymodulation.

21
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L R

v + D-C
Chopper

+

FIG. 3.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A CHOPPER CIRCUIT

v
Yo

to

'I, I .~ ,I.

o T .1 t

FIG. 3.2 FUNCTION OF A DC CHOPPER
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3.3 ClASSIFICATIOO OF CIK>PPERS

Choppersmaybe classified according to .the m.unberof quadrants of the

Vo-io diagram in which they are' capable of operating. A classification that is

convenient for the discussion that follows is shownin figure 3.3.

3.3.1 Class AChopper

Figure 3.4a illustrates the basic power circuit of a step-down single

quadrant chopper. Themodel of the motor annature circuit is shown as three.

separate circuit elements. The tenn step-down signifies that the average ter-

minal pd of the'annature circuit is'less than that of the source. The tenn

single quadrant signifies that the annature circuit variables vo and io occur

only in the first quadrant of the Vo-i. diagram. In the cireui t diagram, the

thyristor symbol enclosed in a circle represents a thyristor that maybe

turned on and cOlmnutatedby meansof circuit elements not included in the • I.

diagram; D, is a 'free-wheeling diode. Twopossible conditions of operation are

illustrated in figure 3.4b and 3.4c where it is assumed that the control is by

lIlE!ansof frequency modulation.

In figure 3.,4b, the load current i. is discontinuous, so that during the

interval for which io is zero, v. =E.. In figure 3.4c, the periodic time T has

been reduced to such an extent that i. has not ceased to flow before Q,. is

again turned on. As a consequence, the output voltage v. consists of a train

'of rectangular pulses of magnitude V. An increase of load circuit inductance

La or a reduction of Eo would also tend to result in a continuous output

current.

3.3.2 Class B Chopper

A class B chopper steps up the output terminal pd of a regenerating

motor to feed, energy back to the de source. It maybe fonned from the c0m-

ponents of the class A chopPer rearranged by switching. A typical application

23
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. FIG. 3.3 CLASSIFICATION OF CHOPPERS BY QUADRANTS OF OPERATION
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'G1 to La Ra

to r + VL - -I- ~R -

Dl \90

L

FIG 3.4a BASIC POWE R CIRCUIT OF A CLASS A: CHOPPER

IG1

FIG. 3.4 b BlI.5IC PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF A CLASS A CHOPPER
(Discon tirlJOJsoutput current)
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I I

'Vo
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I I I

V

tTo t' ','ON
FIG.3.4c BASIC PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF A CLASS A CI:l8PPER

( Continuous. output current).

is the chopperdrive of a subwaytrain. TIlebasic powercircuit for class B

operation is shownin figure 3.5a. TIlesystemis operating in the secondquad-

rant of the v.-i. diagram. Operationwith discontinuous output current is

possible, but only continuouscurrent operation in the steady state is shown

in figure 3.5b. If thyristor Q:, is never turned on andV>Eo, i. and i. are

zero; therefore the circuit is completelyinactive. If Q:, is turned on and off

during regular intervals of period T. J emfEo !'tores energy in inductance Lo

whenever the thyristor is conducting and part of that stored energy is

delivered to source Vby current through Dz whenQ:, is conmutated. Here the

interval during whichDz conducts is designated as toN •
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FIG. 3.5a BASIC POWER CIRCUIT OF A CLASS B CHOPPER
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FIG. 35b BASIC PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF A CLASS B CHOPPER
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3.3.3 Class CTwo-QuadrantChopper

Althoughswitching froma class A to a class B configuration is a satis-

factory method of obtaining regenerative braking for someapplications, in

others a smoothtransition fromdriving to braking is essential. This is

frequently the case in machinetool drives. Acombinationof the circuits of

figure 3.4a and 3.5a provides the required drive.

Figure 3.6a illustrates a class C chopper, in whichI. may be either

positive or negative but V. can only be positive. Aconverter of this type may

be employedwith a load circuit that is capable of regenerating and returning

energy to sourceV. Here, there are twqthyristors that can be turned on and

conunutated. It is clear that both thyristors maynot be turned on simul-

taneously because that wouldshort circuit source V. For operation with posi-

ti ve output current, thyristor Q, anddiode D, are controlled and the function

is exactly the sameas in 'class Achopper. For operation with negative output

current elementsQz and 0. are employed, while Q1 is turned off. If Eo>0and

Qz is turned on, then a negative i. will flow and energy fromsource Eowill

be stored in inductanceLa. If Qz is then coomutated, a positive value of VL

will result and, in conjunctionwith source voltage Eo, will drive current i.

throughdiode 0. and the source V, in this Waysupplyingthe energy stored in

inductanceLa to source V.

The basic principle of operation of a class Cchopperis illustrated' by

figure 3.6b and 3.6c. Theoperation can be divided into four categories. If

the independentvariables of figure 3.6a are such that 1.1.>0, the converter

is oPerating simplyas a class A chopper with continuous output current.

Thyristor Qz and diode 0. do not conductduring any part of the cycle. This is

first quadrantoperation. If the independentvariables are such that I•••>0,

and 1101.<0, then the result maybe first quadrantoperation as illustrated in

figure 3.6b, where1.>0. If the independentvariables are such that I••• has a

smaller positive value and 1101.' a larger negative value than are shownin
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figure 3.6b, so that I. <0, then the result will be secondquadrant operation.

Finally, if the independentvariables are such that 1••• <0, then 1.<0, and the

result is secondqusdrant operation. Undersuch condition, thyristor Q,. and

diode D, do not conductduring any part of the cycle. This condition is il-

lustrated in figure 3.6c.

3.3.4 Class D~t Chopper

The basic powercircuit of the class Dchopper is shownin figure 3.7a.

There is no advantageof using this converter as a source for a de motorarma-

ture because first and secondqusdrant or four-quadrant operation is I-equired

for that purpose. It is of advantage, however,in controlling the field cur-

rent of a dc or synchronousmachinewhen rapid change of that current is

required because it can short circuit its load circuit and rapidly reduce the

field current. Thus, although a source of emf is included in the load circuit

in figure 3.7a it maynot be present;

.
Ls .

01
LQ1

02

102 • La Ra
V T 1.0

+t +

01 "'0

101

FIG 36 a BASIC POWER CIRCUIT OF A CLASS C CHOPPER
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The operation of the circuit maybe understoodwith the help of the

wavefonnsin figure 3.7b and 3.7c. It is to be noted that the two thyristorS

are turned on alternately, their gating signals terminating at fixed points on

the time axis and conmencingat controllable points; the delay time for

thyristor Q, is designated as to<. If both thyristors are continuously turned.

on the load current rises to..a constant magnitudeexpressed by

V-E
io =

R

The. periodic time of the gating signals is T. and there are twomodesof

operation: one for whichto<,<T./2 and the two gating signals overlap; the

other for whicht" >T./2 and only one thyristor is turned on at any instant.

Thesemodesof operation are analysed belowfor continuous. current i.. al-

thougheach mayresult in discontinuous current.

v +

FIG.3.7a BASIC POWER CIRCUIT OF A CLASS D, TWO-QUADRANT

CHOPPER
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Mode1 Operation: toG<Tp/2

For steady state operation in this modeit is necessary that V>E. When

both the thyristors are turned on source pdV is applied to the load ch"cuit

and current i. increases. Whenonly one thyristor is .turned on that thyristor

and one of the diodes short cireui t the load branch and provide a path in

whichsomeof the energy stored in inductanceLmaybe dissipated in maintain-

ing a decreasing load current i.. This modeof operation is illustrated in

figure 3.Th.

Mode2 Operation: Tp/2<to<,<Tp

For steady state operation in this modeit is necessary that E<O and

-E>V. Thus steady. state operation with a passive load circuit, such as the

field' windingof a dc machine, is not possible in this mode. Two thyristors

are not turned on simultaneously. Wheneither one is turned on the load cir-

cuit terniina:lsare shorted and the load current builds up because E<O. When

neither thyristor is turned on the twodiodes conduct and the load circuit

supplies energy to source V. This modeof operation is shownin figure 3.7c.

3.3.5 Class E Four-QuadrantChopper

The'powercircuit of a chopperthat can operate in all four quadrants of

the v.-i. diagramis shownin figure 3.8a. A converter of this type can

provide both regeneration and reversal of the supply to the load circuit. If

the control is so arranged that reversals of v. and i. occur cyclically at the

samefrequency, then the converter is in fact operating as a nonsinusoida! ac

system, and functions as single phase bridge inverter.

If thyristor Q4 is turned on continuously the antiparallel-connected

pair of devices Q4 andD. constitute a short circuit. Thyristor Q. maynot be

.turned on at the sametime as Q. because that wouldshort circuit source V.

Moreover,becauseunder these conditions the terniinal pd of diode D. is always

negative, the pair of devices Q. andD. is equivalent to an opencircuit. Con-
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tinuous turn on of Q. thus produces a circuit equivalent to that of figure

3.6a (Class C) and operation in the first and second quadrants are possible.

If on the other hand, thyristor Q2 is turned on continuously the equivalent

circuit in figure 3.8b results. In this circuit Vo is negative and operation

in the third and fourth quadrants are possible. .In this condition. the quad-

rants of operation is also shownin figure 3.8b;

15

01 02 "0 04
lGl La +

V + Lo
+-

01 03
iG2

FIG. 3.8a . BASIC POWER CiRCUIT OF A CLASS E! FOUR~OUAORANT

CHOPPER
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Ls

v +
+-4------ vo-----

FIG.3.8b EQUIVALENT POWER CIRCUIT OF A CLASS E CHOPPER, OPERATING

IN THE THIRD AND FOURTH QUADRANT TOGETHER WITH ITS

QUADRANTS OF OPERATION

3.4 <XMI.lTATIOO

In the present work the performance characteristics of a chopper-fed de
series motor is determined from its mathematical model and the analytical
results are compared with the experimental one. In the experimental set-up the
dc series motor is fed from a class C chopper, in which current commutation is
utilized to commutate the thyristors. Hence a brief discussion of chopper com-
mutation is necessary here.
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Anideal transistor maybe turned off; that is, its resistance to for-

wardcurrent restored to infinity, while forwardcurrent is flowing siBiplyby

reducing the base current to zero. This is not the case with a thyristor. Once

turned on, a thyristor can not recover ita resistance to forwardcurrent un-

less that current is reduced to zero and held there for at least the turn off

time. Anumberof different methodsmaybe employedto coomutateor turn-off a

thyristor and the methodemployedin a particular case dependson the ftmCtion

of the systemembodyingthe. thyristor. The three basic techniques of COIIIDUta-

tion are:

1. .LineCommutation.

2. LoadCommutation.

3. ForcedCommutation.

Since in this workthe. ForcedCurrent Cciumutationof chopper is utilized, so,

this type of coomutationis only discussed here•

.3.4.1 Current Coamutationof Class AUlopper

The circuit of a class Achopperwith current coomutationis shownin

figure 3.9. Protective circuits are not shownin figure and inductor Li is

linear. Theadditional elements not shownin figure 3.4a are required for cur-

rent cOlIDDutation.In particular, capacitor C is charged and employedto in-

i tiate the c~tation of the mainthyristor Ql. The sequenceof operation for

the entire circuit is as follows:

i) Theconverter is connected to the source by closing switah SWand capa-

citor C is chargedup to vc=Vvolts via resistor Ri'

ii) Whenthe capacitor is fully charged, thyristor Q,. is turned on, and

load current i. increases exponentially fromzero to its maximumvalue

1ma x •
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FIG.39 CLASS A CHOPPER-CURRENT COMMUTATION

iii) To connnutatethe thyristor Q" Q, is tumed on and an osciilatory cur-

rent flows in the ringing circuit comprisingC, L, and Q2; ic is init-

ially negative. It is assumedhere that the commutationinterval is so

short that i. remains sensibly constant at the value I••• through out

•.the interval. It is also assumedthat R, is sufficiently large to per-

mit ia to be neglected in the analysis of cOllDDutationcircuit, but is

small enoughto pennit vc to decay to the ValueV before the next com-

mutation cycle is initiated

iv) Whenic becomespositive, diode Ih conducts, Q2 turns off and since i.

is assumedconstant, ic reduces iQ"
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v) Wheniq, is reduced to zero by the. increasing value of ic, diode D3

begins to conduct and the forward voltage drop across this diode comm-

utates thyristor Q,. Current (ic -I •••• ) then flows through diode D3.

vi) After ic has passed its maximumpositive value and again become less

than 1~•• , diode D,oconducts. A new oscillatory circuit than exists,

comprising C, L" D:., D, and source V.

vii) The oscillatory cycle of ic is completed, and ic becomes zero, leaving

VC >V.
viii) io decays exponentially through D, from the value 1m•• , and simultane-

ously Vc decays through R, to leave Vc=V.

ix) Whenio is reduced to 1~10, Q, is again turned on.

3.4.2 Current Camnutation of Class C Chopper

.The circuit of a class C chopper with current commutation is shown in

figure 3.10a. The circuit employed for first quadrant operation is identical

with that shown in figure 3.9, provided the following correspondences are

observed:

--------------~------------------------------------

[I

Figure 3. lOa Figure 3.9

Q, corresponds to Q,
D, corresponds to D,

Q" corresponds to Q2
[

D" corresponds to D:.

D:. corresponds to D3

C, corresponds to C

L, correspOnds to L,
Re, corresponds to 'R,
---------------------------------------------------
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FIG. 3.10a CLASS C CHOPPER-CURRENT COMMUTATION
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FIG. 3.10 b ARRANGEMENT OF THE GATING SIGNALS FOR CURRENT
COMMUTATION OF A CLASSC CHOPPER



If the class C chopper is operating in the first quadrant, and i. is al-

ways positive, then the explanation of the commutationcircuit given in sec-

tion 3.4.1 maybe applied directly to the circuit of figure 3.10a. The COlll-

mutation circuit employedfor second quadrant operation is identical with that

shownin figure 3.9, provided the following correspondences are observed:

Figure 3.IOa Figure 3.9

Q2 corresponds to Q,.

D. corresponds to Di
Q,. corresponds to Q,
D,. corresponds to D,
D, corresponds to D.
C. corresponds to C
14 corresponds to L,
Re. corresponds to R,
---------------------------------------------------

If. the class C chopper is operating in the second quadrant, and i. is always

negative, then the explanation of section, 3.4.1 mayagain be applied. The fact

that the power circuit configuration for this quadrant of operation differs

from that of the class A chopper does not in any way affect the opera1::ionof

the commutationcircuit.

If the class C choppe~ is operating in the first or second quadrant un-

der such conditions that 1max>0 and 1ml.<O, as illustrated in figure 3.Gb,

then an interval must be allowed to elapse between the end of the gating sig-

nal for one main thyristor and the beginning of the gating signal for the

other. The reason for this maybe seen by considering the operation of the
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circuit at the end of a current pulse from thyristor Q,. When the gating sig-

nal is removedfrom Q, and Q" is turned on to initiate the cOl1lDutationcycle,

it is not permissible to turn on Q, until Q, has turned off, otherwise the

source Vwouldbe short circuited. The Q, commutationcycle must therefore be

completed, before Q, may be turned mi.. It is therefore nonnal practice to

delay the gating' signal on each of the main thyristors uiltil the entire com-

mutation interval of the other has elapsed. The necessary arrangement of the

gating signals is therefore that illustrated in figure 3.10b.

3.5 CHOPPERDIUVES

The dc chopper regulator as shownin figure 3.11 is widely used to con-

trol a dc .series motor in traction applications [38-39]. Besides providing

continuous ~d low lo'ss control of the traction motor voltage, the regulator

has been conveniently utilized for regenerative braking of. the motor as shown

in figure 3.12, even at very low speed. With thyristor chopper regulator, the

back emf generated need not be greater than the supply voltage for regenera-

tive braking as in the conventional case. Here during braking the motor anna-

ture terminals are first short circuited through the regulator and the mOtor

current increases, thereby converting mechanical energy into inductive energy.

Subsequent turning off the main thyristor Q, of Figure 3.12 by the auxiliary

thyristor Q, would transfer. a part of the stored inductive energy into the

supply through the blocking diode D, as the current would have a tendency of

continuing to flow becatise of the inductance of the motor circuit. In fact

choppers are used to feed the dc motors mainly for two basic operations.

i. Motoring.

ii. Braking.
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3.5. I MotoringOperation

Theconnectiondiagramof the de series motor fed .from chopper for

motoringoperation is shownin figure .3.11. Themotor is .bypassed by a free-

wheelingdiode to permit the armature current to circulate after the chopper

has been interrupted. Duringthis motoringoperation the chopper functions in

its first quadrant of the vo-io diagram.

3.5.2 BrakingOperation

Oneof the major advantagesof the choppercontrolled de series motor is

its adaptability to several methods of braking, particularly regenerative

braking with a partial return of powerto the source. Threemain types of

braking that are usually applied to choppercontrolled de series motor are:

1. DynamicBraking.

2. RegenerativeBraking.

3. Plugging.

1. DynamicBraking

Themotor is connectedas a self excited de series generator as shownin

figure 3.13. Whenthe thyristor Q, is gated, the armature current increases.

Themechanicalenergy supplied .by the load partially increases the stored mag-

netic field energy and the remainder is dissipated in the resistance and the

thyristor. Whenthe latter is interrupted! the armature current flows through

the relatively large load resistor RH.and the energy supplied by the load and

the energy returned by the nowdecreasing motor field is dissipated in the ar-

mature and load resistance. Duringthis period the current decreases. The

.resistor RMcan be addedduring the braking process if it should prove to be

advantageousto increase the resistance of the armature circuit permanently.
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FIG. 3.13 MOTOR DIAGRAM FOR DYNAMIC BRAKING

2. Regenerative Braking

This methodof braking is of particular advantage whena battery is used

as a power supply. it is assumed that the power source is capable .to a=ept

instantaneous 'reverse power pulses without any increase in terminal voltage.

The schematic diagram is shownin figure 3.12. When the thyristor Q,. is

triggered, the motor current will increase in the samemanner as during the

"on" period of the case of dynamicbraking. The thyristor Q, is turned off

whenthe current peak has been reached and the electrOllll!..!tlleticfield energy of

the motor is then returned across the blocking diode' D, into the power source.

3. Plugging

During this condition, the load forces the motor to turn against its

nonnal direction of rotation and henc.e its internal emf supports the applied

line voltage. The current therefore increases rapidly as soon as the thyristor

Q,. is gated. After it is turried off, the current continues to circulate

through the by pass diode D, and decays to its minimlDDvalue. The connection

of the motor for plugging is shownin figure 3.14.
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3.6 APPLICATlOOOF C1DPPERS

If a supply of direct current at appropriate potential difference is

available, it maybe controlled by a dc-to-dc converter or chopperand used to

supply the armaturecircuit of a separately excited de motoror armature and

field of a dc series motor. Becausethe use of de is widespreadin electric

traction systems, chopperdrives find a ready application in' that field. Chop-

pers are employedin variable speed de drives, where it is desirable to

.eliminate the waste of energy in the formof' heat producedin starting or con-

trol resistors, or where the operating characteristics obtained by such

methodsof control wouldbe unsatisfactory.

Choppersfind a particularly rich field of application in electric

railways, wherethe advantagesof dc powerdistribution are great and atleast

in undergroundsystems-the elimination of heating frommotor control resis-

tors is of first importance.Theclass Cchoppersare suitable for transporta-

tion drives, since it provides for operation both in the first and secOnd
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quadrant of the Vo versus 10 diagramand therefore .gives the required smooth

transition between motoring and regenerative braking. For the samereason

class C choppers are.also used widely in machinetool drives. Class Dchoppers

are used to control the field current of de or synchronousmachinewhen rapid

change of that. current is required. Againthe four quadrant o~ration of

either type of motormaybe obtained by meansof class E chopper circuit.
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CHAPTER 4



MATHEMATICAL MODEL

. For analysing the performanceof dc series motor a good mathematical

model of the inachine should be formulated which should be valid for both

dynamicas well as for steady state operating conditions. Thedynamicsof de

machinesystem is inherently nonlinear and thus, its complete representation,

specially in the transient state, will be too complexfor the purpose of for-.

mulating a realistic algorithm. It is really a cumbersomejob to develop a

modelof dc series motor taking into account all of its behavior, particularly

the nonlinearity arises from the following reasons:

i) Magneticsaturation.

ii) Eddycurrent.

iii) Commutation.

iv) Armaturereaction.

Howeverwith sornereasonable assumptions. a goodmathematicalmodelcan be ob-

tained to determine the steady state performancesof de series motor.

In this chapter two different mathematicalmodelsare formulated. With

the help of the first model [35) the st~ady state perforinanceof a chopper-fed

de series motor can be determinedusing someempirical formula whichare based

on someexperimental results. This modelleads to sorneapproximateanalytical

expressions for average values of machinevariables. Onthe other hand the

second model requires the numerical solution of sornenonlinear differential

equations, whichdescribe the operation of the motor;
c
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4.2 /'IJDELBASED00 EMPffiICALFalMULA [35]

Choppers can be operated either with time ratio control (TRC)or. current

limit control (CLC); The present work is concerned with the modelling and

analysis of dc series motor controlled by a chopper with time ratio control.

(TRe). Accurate analysis should.take into account the nonlinearity of the mag-

netic circuit, the variation in the value of motor inductance, armature reac-

. tion and eddy current effects. The output voltage of somechoppers is either a

square waveor can be approximated by a square wave. However, in somechopper

circuits, particularly in those with load dependent conunutation, this ap-

proximation is not valid. In such cases the method df analysis should also

take into account the effect of connnutationpulse on motor performance. Here

an attempt has been made for modelli~ and analysis of TRCchopper-:fed de

series motor taking all these effects into account.

4.2.1 Effect of MBgneticSaturation

It is well knownthat in a saturated magnetic circuit, the rise of cur-

rent is relatively faster than in the case of non-saturated magnetic circuit.

This is due to decrease of self inductance with saturation. The relationship

between flux produced and excitation current is given by

where = f( i, )

(4.1)

(4.2)
Equation' (4.1) effectively represents the B-Hcharacteristics of dc machines•.

Under saturated condition, the field flux may be represented by Frolich's

equation

cf>=
(k. +i, )

(4.3)

where k, and k. are constants to be detennined from the saturation charac-

teristic of the machine. The main drawbackof equation (4.3) is that, it

departs quite widely around the low induction region. To overcomethis, an em-
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pirical relationship has been suggested by H.SATHPATHI,

,L.P.SINGH[35] in the form

G.K.DUBEYand

rh c, i, I<, +i,~ = --------- +D.log.[-------]
(I<, +i, ) k2

(4.4)

where, constants C and D'maybe s'uitably chosen .to yield satisfactory results

as

I 1 1C = k [1- -----(1- -----)]
D, 10'

D = ------
and

IoD,

where k' and D, are constants and I. may conveniently be chosen as the rated

current. The expression for dc self inductance follows on differentiation of

eqUation (4.4) as

d4'
L = N ------di,

k3
= [---------- +

(k2 +i, )2

k3 (if -I. )--------------]
IoD, (k2+i,)2

(4.5)

The measurement of self inductance of de machine for different values of

steady state current, .can be done using a well knownbridge method described

by C,V,JONES[40]. The method developed by MELLITIand RASHID [41] can be

used to measure inductance of machines of higher ratings. 'Howeverin this work

the self inductance of the series field coil for different steady state cur-

rent is determined i':' a. slightly different way. The self inductance of the

coil as determined with the help of universal bridge is assumed to be the un-

saturated value which corresponds to the very initial straight line portion of

the open circuit characteristic of the machine. The open circuit voltage of a

dcnachine is given by

Eo = q>ZN, (PIA)

where Eo = Open circuit vol tage ,

ep = Flux per pOle,
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Z = Numberof armature conductors.

N, = Revolution per see.

A = Numberof -parallel paths.

P = Numberof poles.

Nowsince for a particular machine Z, P and A are constants Eo can be written

as

Eo = CN, cj:>

dEo d<jJ
or = CN,-----

di, di,
where C = (ZP/A)

d<:p
Again L = N------

di,
dEo

or. L = K,----- (4.7)
di,

where K,= (N/CN,) and considering that linkage of ep with exciting coil is

hundred percent, N may be taken to be equal to the number of turns of the

series coil. Nowfrom the open circuit characteristics (OCC), the value of

(dEo/di,) at different field current can be detennined. The slope of the ini-

tial straight line portion of the OCCgives the value of (dEo/di,) which cor-

responds to the measured value of inductance if small value of leakage induc-

tance is neglected. Hence from equation (4.7) the value of the constant K, can

be determined. Then; determination of the inductances at different field cur-

rents requires only the detennination of (dEo/di,) from the OCCof the

machine. The empirical formulation for self inductance given by relationship

the experimentally determined inductances of the machine.
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4.2.2 Representation of Armature Reaction
It is well known that when the armature of the machine carries current,

~ the armature reaction flux affects the main air-gap flux and thus the back
emf coefficient K is not a constant and it may be represented as

K = f (if I ia ) ( 4 .8)

The values of K can be obtained from the internal characteristic of the
machine. In the present work the back emf coefficient K is asStnDed to be a
function of average armature current (Ia v ) , instead of instantaneous armature
current (ia). To determine the values of K as a function of both field and ar-
mature current, the external characteristics of the de series machine is first
determined by operating it as a separately excited de generator. A series of
curves is thus obtained showing the terminal voltage as a function of armature
current with field current as a parameter. Then the internal characteristics
can be determined from the external characteristics very easily, since the in-
ternal voltage or the back emf is simply given by

Eb = V + iaRa (4.9)
where Ra = Total armature circuit resistance.

Now since Eb=KWavlav I the back emf coefficient K is given by Eb/( Wav•

Iav). Hence 'taking different points on the internal characteristics with known
values of Wav the value of K can be determined as a function of both armature
and field current.

4.2.3 Effect of Eddy Current
The flux distribution inside a magnetic core excited by a time varying

current is given by Maxwell's equation. Eddy currents are induced inside the
pole cores, yoke, joints and fittings and also in 'closed paths formed in pack-
ets of armature laminations due to time varying excitation current. These eddy
currents produce short duration magnetic fluxes which damp the building up or
decay of the air-gap flux. To estimate the effects of eddy current on the ar-
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mature induced emf recordings must be taken for measuring the dynamic field

current and the armature induced emf for step input voltage to the field and

also due to free wheeling of field current. The experimental arrangements are

To Recorder

o
+

V=Constant
-o

To ReCOrder

FIG.4.1 E.XPERIMENTAl ARRANGEMENT FOR RECORDING DYNAMIC

RESPONSE WITH STE P INPUT VOLTAGE

To Recorder

0
+- .R Rf Ifj) s

SV = Constant f= 0

-
0

To Recorder

FIG.4.2 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR RECORDING DYNAMIC

RESPONSE DURING FREE WHEELING OF FIELD CURRENT
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The difference between the actual dynamic induced annature emf due to a

step input to the field and the emf obtained from the ace under steady state

condition at constant machine speed is just due to the eddy current induced in

the magnetic circuit. This difference in voltage maybe represented by a func-

tional relationship

di~v.= f(i,----)
dt

A generalized empirical relationship in the form shown below has been

developed by trial and error [35] to match the dynamic response characteris-

tics as recorded by the recorder

k•. (). (i/I,.)n di
- ------------------.----]

(k.+i)' dt
where

w L ALsgn(di/dt)= ~(----)[------------------
w. I,. (k.+i)

sgn = Sign of the derivative.

(4.10)

b.i = (i-I.)

I. = Final steady state current.

= I,. for rising current and

= 0 for falling current during free wheeling.

k. = Frolich's constant.

6' = Constant dependent on the machine.

n = An index dependent on the design of the magnetic circuit.

~ = Constant of the machine.

If. = MaximumCurrent.
Hence to take into account the effect of eddy currents for a ~icular

machine the dynamic response of the machine as well as the open circuit

characteristics must be recorded. Then the constants, )" n and b must be

determined so that equation (4.10) fits the experimentally determined points.

The equation (4.10) thus provides an easy tool to account for the effects of

eddy currents on the dynamicmachine induced emf due to step input voltage to

the field windings.
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4.2.4 Steady State Analysis of Chopper-FedDCSeries Motor

The idealised voltage and current waveforms of chopper are shown in

figure 4.3. The voltage and current waveformsfor choppers using load depen-

dent commutationare shownin figure 4.4. The current of a choPI"'r-f~de--

series motor fluctuates between a maximumand a minimumlevel and as a result,

the motor parameter changes with current due to saturation effect. Moreover,

eddy currents are induced in the field cores and influence the main field

flux. Thus the performance equations of a chopper-fed de series motor are

highly nonlinear and difficult to solve. In the present work chopper-fed de
;-'

series motor has been analysed using empirical relationship of equation (4.10)

and taking into account magnetic saturation, armature reaction and 'eddy cur-

rent effects. The analysis has been carried out with the following assLDnptions

i) The thyristors and diodes are ideal switches.

ii) The conduction is continuous.

iii) Motor inductances are assumed to be functions of I. v instead of i ••

iv) The back emf coefficient K is assumed to be a function of I•• instead

of ia, to take into account the effect of saturation and armature

reaction.

v) The core losses and increase in resistance due to skin effect are

neglected.

vi) The motor speed 'remains constant during the Period of operation of the

chopper.

With the above mentioned assumptions the following equations have been derived

in. AppendixA from which the performance of the motor can, be determined

easily.

SeT = 2CV/Ia2

V 1-eST/T"

Ial = -----[----------------)
R... ,l-e(1- de )T/T"

/
K • Wa v

[---------)R...
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l-e-6T/Ta
/V K .W••

1.2 = -----[----------------] [---------] (4.13)
Re. l-e-( I-be) T/Ta . Re.
Re.'V l-e-ST/Ta 2CV E••

W•• = -----[-----(-----------~----) - (-----)] = (4.14)
K/ Re. l-e-(l- "'e) TITa .seT K/
V E.v 2CV

I. v = -----[ S- (1- be)' (-----)] + ----- (4.15)
Re. V T
Eav.lav /Te = ----------- = K .I.v (4.16)

W.v

The values of 6e for a givenE •• /V can be determined from equation

(4.11) on substitution of 1.2 from equation (4.13), expandingthe tenns con-

taining exp (- DeT/T.) in tenns of its powerseries and neglecting the third

and higher order tenns in 6e. For !mownvalues of E•• /V and (T/T.), the posi-

tive realistic value of 6e can be obtained, I•• can be calculated from equa-

tion (4. 15), and the corresponding value of K/ can be obtained from the inter-

nal characteristic of the machinewhich"includes both the saturation and arma- C'
,I I

ture reaction effect. The machinespeed W and the electromagnetic torque T.

can then be calculated from equation (4.14) and (4.16). Thus the steady state

torque-speed characteristics of a chopper-fed dc series motor taking the ef-

fect of magnetic saturation, armature reaction and eddy currents into account

cart easily be determinedwith the aid of the equations (4.11)-(4.16).

4.3 KXlEL BASED 00 NltIERICAL SOUTI'IOO

The performanceequation of a chopped~fedde series motor taking the ef-

fectof armature reaction, magnetic saturation and eddy current into account

can be represented by somenonlinear differential equations. These nonlinear

differential equations can be solved numerically with the help of fourth order

Runge-Kuttamethod. The detenllination of steady state performance of a

chopper-fed dc series "motorneglecting the effect of eddy currents requires

only the numerical solution of a first order nonlinear differential equation.

But with considering the effect of eddy currents the system of equations rep-
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.resenting the chopper~fed de series motor becomes a little bit complicated. In

that case for determining the perfonnance of the motor nonlinear simultaneous

differential equations need. to be solved. In fonnulating the .mathematical

model the following assumptions are made:

i) The output voltage of the chopper is assumed to be a' square wave.

ii) The motor is controlled by the chopper with time ratio control (TRC).•

iii) As the period of ON-0FF time of the chopper is very small in comparison

with the mechanical time constant of the motor,. variation of speed is

not more than 1%-3%of its average value. So speed maybe taken as

constant.

iv) The hysteresis effects maybe neglected.

v) The leakage inductances maybe considered constant.

With the above mentioned assumptions the equation of the armature circuit of a

chopper-fed dc series motor is given by

di. d '-V. • d't' B
(La,+Lu,)----- + ------ + ----- + Kep ••• W + i.Ra +.0.vb = v. (4.17)

dt dt dt
where, v. = instantaneous applied voltage from the chopper.

LaI , Lu, = leakage inductances of the armature and series field coils

respectively.

/'-Vb = brush voltage drop.

er... = the air-gap flux.

~.q,~.= flux linkages of the armature and series field coils

respectively.

Now, since the output voltage of the chopper is assumed to be a square wave,

equation (4.17) takes the form for ONtime

di. d'jJ•• d'V.
(LaI +LuI )----- + ------ + + Kcj)••• + i.Ra +/'-Yb = V

dt dt dt

and for OFFtime

di. d't' •• d \.Vs
(LaI +LuI )----- + ------ + + K4' ••• + iaRa +D-Vb= 0

dt dt dt
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(4.18) and (4.19) are the two fundamental equations which are to' be solved in

order to predict the steady state performances of de series motor controlled

by chopper.

The air-gap flux ep•• is a nonlinear function of total magnetomotive

force(mmf) in the direct axis Fd as well as of the arniature reaction F.. Fd

and F. can be expressed as

Fd = N.i. + F.d

and F. = 0<:, N.i. /2ap

N I •= a .1a

(4.20)

(4.21)

where, N., N. = 'number of turns per pole pair of the series field coil and

somearbitrarily chosen base exciting coil.

F. d = rmnfof the eddy currents in ,the direct axis.
id = total exciting 'current referred to the base exciting coil.

0<:, = pole arc/pole pitch.

N. = munber of turns of the armature 'coil.

p = number of pole pairs.

a = number of pair of parallel paths.
/ coil.N. = equivalent munber of turns of armature

The fllix linkages 'f. and 'f•• are also nonlinear functions of Fd and

F•. 'r'. maybe expressed as

'r'. = (N. /N. ) • '-P.
where

'Y. = pN. ep••

(4.22)

(4.23)
flux linkage of the arbitrarily chosen base coil.

The derivatives of the flux linkages of equation (4.17) maybe expressed as

d 'f. N. d 'f. N. (J'f. dis .dr. did
= ----(-----) = ----[-----.----- + -----.-----]

dt N. dt N. 2) i. dt 0 id dt
and
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d'fa. "Of.. die :Jf.. did-----_.= [------.----- + ------.-----j
dt C7 ia dt d i. dt

where ~. is given by equation (4.23) and i. is given by equation (4.20).

The dynamic inductances maybe expressed through the symbols of induc-

tances as

and
die

= Me.

'o'fa.
------ = La.
()i.

The above inductances are also frmctions of F. and F.. Considering equation

(4.23)

] (4.25) .

I
= pN. N. (der ••• / ClF. )= pN. (oep .•• / d i. )

Le = pN. (~ep ••• / 2li.) = pN.2 (21ep.•• / b F.)

we . see that the air-gap flux er.•• and the flux linkage of the armature

'Va. must be calculated out as a frmction of F. and F•. in order to solve

and

coil

So,

the differential equation (4.17).

4.3.1 Ca1muation of Air-gap Fl~, ep ••
The air-gap flux 1'... maybe written as

11"/2-

ep ••a = L1B( e )de
-JT/2.

(4.26)

where

L = axial length of armature.

B(e) = Flux density (in wb/m/rad) expressed as a frmction of'anglee, where

e is zero on the pole. axis and +ve in the clockwise direction

(figure 4.5).
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FIG. 4.5 DISTRIBUTION OF ARMATURE REACTION mm f OF 2 POLE MACHINE

()

But flux density at a point e is also the flUlCtionof the mmf F acting

at that point. So it is possible to express the integral (4.26) in the follow-

ing form

. I

(+1<12
ep •.• = LJ B(F)f!(F)dF

F- rr/2.
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-where

f (F) = function expressing e as a function of F.

f/(F) = first derivative of f(F) with respect of F.

B(F) = flux density expressed as a function of nmf F at different e.
F_"!2andF+"l2arethe mmfsat 8=-Tl/2 and. 8=Tl/2 respectively.

The function B(F) maybe found out using the magnetising curve of the

motor which .expresses the air-gap flux at no load as a function of field amp-

turns. Using the concept that for dc motors the actual air-gap flux density

curve at no load can be replaced by an equivalent one with constant value of

flux density (which is equal to the value at the- pole centre) over - pole arc

and zero flux .density outside it, the magnetising curve maybe shown in a

modified form expressing pole centre flux density Be as a . function of field

amp-turns as shown in figure 4.6. This curve can be treated as B(F) curve,

which gives the value of flux density at different points if the amp-turns at

these points are known.

Again the armature current produces the ampere-turns linearly dis-

tributed on its surface as shown in figure 4.7. Annature reaction attains its

centre and reverses its sign to attain the -ve maximumvalue on the other in-

F.(8) = (28/Tl)F •.

(4.28) -
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F = Fd + (28/n:)F.

e = [(F-Fd)/2F.)TT= f(F)
I

f (F) = (IT/2F. ) .so,

terpolar axis. So armature reaction maybe expressed as

The total ampere turns F then can be expressed as the following function

The value of F. is independent of 8. Expressing e as a function of F

maximumvalue F. on the interpolar axis, reduces linearly to zero at the pole
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(4.29)

Field amp-turns, F(j

FIG.4.6 MODI FlED FORM OF MAGNETISING CURVE, EXPRESSING POLE CENTRE

FLUX DENSITY Be AS A FUNCTION OF Fd

Hence equation. (4.27) follows
FtF . JF~+FaLIT 1d a 1.epm. = ----- B(F)dF = ----- (F)dF2F. . 2F. .

where F£Fa FcJ-Fa.

ep (F) can be obtained from the usual magnetising curve expressing the
air-gap flux at no load as the function of field ampere turns. For finding the
integral (4.29) it is conveninent to express the magnetising curve analyti-
cally through the following formula [34]
ep (F) = a, tan-' (b,F) + d,F
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This formula expresses. the magnetising curve with high accuracy and con-

tigui ty of analytical curve with the actual one is satisfactory. Besides that

it leads to handy expressions for machine parameters and the fluxes. Using

fonnula(4.29) and (4.30) the expression of cr •. has been derived in Appendix

B as

ep... =
where

al
---[F.tan-1 (b1F. )-Fl tan-I (blFl)
2F.

1 l+bl'F.'
---In(----------)]+dlF.
2bl. 1+bl'Fl' .

(4.31)

F. = F. + F•.
and Fl = F. - F•.
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T 1-"0/2
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1I

FIG.4.7 LINEAR DISTRIBUTION OF ARMATURE REACTION AMPERE-TURNS
ON ITS SURFACE.
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4.3.2 Calculation of Flux LinkageofAnnature Coil, 'f••
For finding out the expression for 'V.. an armature of a two pole

machine maybe analysed. Figure 4.5 showsthe armature reaction nmf of a two

pole machine. To find out the flux linkage for t!)e portion above the inter-

polar axis let us separate an elementary flux tube' of armature flux at a dis-

tance of e having the thickness de in angular measurement. If B(EJ) is the

flux density expressed as function of e then the elementary f~ux in the tube

is

dep, = LB(e )d8 (4.32)
This tube encloses a total mnnberof armature conductors given by (Ne I Tl ),

whereN is the monberof armature conductors in the two pole machine. The flux

linkage of the tube is then given by ,

d'V, = (N.LI T() e .B(e )de wb-eonductors.
The total flux linkage in the portion above the interpolar axis is given

by

f
rr/2

~, = -~- 8B(8 )d8 wb-conductors.

-0/2-
,For finding the flux linkage in the

(4.33)

armature conductors below the inter-

polar axis. e in fonnula (4.33) should be replaced by - e and de by -de .
Thenthe second portion of flux linkage is

NL 1Tf
/2'1)2 = - ---- 8B(-8 )dEl wb-eonductors.

IT -'9"2

NL r~
so, f, +'f2 = -rr:"'j8[B(e )-B(-e )]d8 wtrconductors.

-TC/2

The total armature flux linkage in wb-turns is therefore

'f,+ +'2 NL f11(2'fa q = ------- = ---- e[B( e )-B( -8) ]d8
2 2TC

-TC/2
Changingthe parameter e by F
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TtB(-(F-F.»)).-----dF
2Fa

anthat is the integrand is

F = F*+F.or

.FdtFa .
NL r F-F. .

~.q = ----J, ------Tl[B(F-F.)
2T( Fd-Fa 2F.
TlNL IFdtFa

= ------ (F-F.)[B(F-F.) - B(-(F-F.))dF
8F.' F Fd- a

Substituting F* = F-F.

ITNL jFa
"j/aq = ---.,.-- F*[B(F*) - B(-F*»)dF'

8Fa' F- a
But since -F*[B(-F*)-B(+F*)) = F*[B(F*)-B(-F*)),

~aq

even function, so

I(NL iFa
'Va q = ------ F*[B(F*)-B( -F* ))dF'

4Fa' 0 . .

If there are "a" pair of Parallel paths in the armature then

T(NL fFa .
= ------- F*[B(F*)-B( -F*))dF'

8aFa •
N °Fa .

= -------( F*[ep(F* )-ep(-F* »)dF'
8aFa' J

°
This is true if number of pole pair is one, in general case when number of

pole pairs is p then

pN 1 iFa .'-jJaq = ----.----- F*[ep(F*)- cP(-F*»)dF'
8a Fa' 0

But N is given by (2NaIp) and if it is. kept in mirid that armature reaction

F=F•• The integral (4.35)

flux virtually confines in the region of pole arc then

pN/ 1 fFa'faq = -----.--- F*[1'(F*)-o/(-F*»)dF'
2 Fa' 0

In equation (4.35) F* has its zero value when

(4.35)

may now be calculated by dividing it into two parts and in the first part F*

will be replaced by F-F. and in the second part by F.-F. So,

'-jJaq =
/ .

pNa 1 IFa Fa
-----.---[ F*(<P(F*)dF' - r F*(ep(-F*»dF')

2 / Fa' 0 Jo F
pNa 1 [FatFc( - _ fFd- a

= -----.---[ (F-F.){ep(F)dF - (F-F.){ep(F»dF)
2 Fa' Fd. _ Fd
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(4.36)

PN/ 1 Fa+Fd
= -----.---[ r (F-F.) (ep(F»dF +

2 / Fa' )Fo
pN. 1 f'orFa

= -----.--- (F-Fd)e:p(F)dF
2/ Fa' Fd-Fa
pNa 1 fF1-or, 'fa. = -----.--- (F-Fd)q:>(F)dF
2 Fa' F

j
,

Nowsubstituting the value of ep(F) from equation (4.30) into (4.36) and

perfonning the integration, the expression of 'fa. can be detennined easily.

With this value of''(' •• and cfma as given by equation (4.31) the dynamicin-

ductances as given by equations (4.24) and (4.25) can be evaluated as

(4.37)
1 l+bl'F,'

- ---In----------j
2bt l+bl'FI'

Fd l+bl'F,' lit
- ---In-~--------)+---j
2Fa l+bl'FI' 3

at
L" =pN.'[-----(tan-, b, F, - tan-, b1F1) + d, j

2F.
/ a,

Ma. =Me.= -pN.N. ------[Fd (tan-, b,F,-tan-, b, F,.)
2Fa'

a, b,'Fd'-l
La • =pN:' [----- {l+---------- (tan- ,b, F,-tan- , biFI )

bIF.' 2b,F.

4.3.3 ModelNeglecting the Effect of FdlyCurrents

If the effect of eddy current is neglected the total rimfin the direct

axis Fd is given by

Fd = N.i. + F.d

= Ns i.

= N. i.

Fromwhich

i. = (N./N. )ia (4.38)
Again (d '-V ./dt) and (d"V•• /dt) can be expressed with the help of equation

(4.38) as

= ----.------

----- + (4.39)

d'f'. did
+ -----.-----j

did dt

dia
-----]
dt

N.
----L"N. .

N. '?J'f. dis
= ----[-----.--~--

N. di. dt
did

+ L" -----]
dt

dt

di.
dt
di.

dt
N.
N.
N.

= ----[Me.
N.
N.

= ----[Me.
N.

dt
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and

dt
'Of'.. di. d\f •• ' did= [-----.----- + ------.-----]
Cl i. dt () i. dt.

di. did
= [La. + Ma. -----]

dt dt
di. N. di.

= [La. + ----Ma. -----]
dt N. dt

(4.40)

whereLa, Me., Ma. and La. are given by equation (4.37). Nowsubsti tt.ttion of

equation (4.39) and (4040) in (4.17) gives

0/>,

N. N. N.' di.
[ (LaI +LaI )+La.+----Ma.+----Me.+-----La ]----- =

. N. N. N.' dt
di. (v.- L>Vb-i.Ra-Kq>maw)

= ----------------------------------
~ ~ ~,

[(LaI +LaI )+La•+2----Ma.+-----La ]
N. N.,'

(4.41)

Equation (4.41) is a first order nonlinear differential equation which

can be solved easily be fourth order Runge-Kutta method. Before performing

that wehave to determine the constants a" b, and d,. such that the analytical

magnetising curve given by equation (4.30) fits the experimentally determined

magnetising curve. Also someparameters of the motor need to be determined,

4.3.4 ModelConsidering the Effect of EddyCurrents

Eddycurrents are induced inside the' JlOlecores, yoke, joints and fit-

tings and the armature laminations of a chopper-fed dc series motor.These eddy

currents produce short duration magnetic fluxes whichopposes the change in

the air-gap flux. Adetailed analysis for flux distribution inside a torroidal

core due to step input excitation have been given in reference [42] and it is

shown that it is possible to derive an equivalent circuit model to represent

the eddycurrent effect. Each eddycurrent path can be treated as shorted

secondary of a transformer. Hencethe equivalent circuit will be as shownin

figure 4.8.
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(

Lm and so on

FIG.4.8 DYNAMIC EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF DC MACHINE FIELD TO REPRESENT

THE EFFECT OF EDDY CURRENT

The different eddy current paths in figure 4.8 are for different
harmonics. Since the magnitude of curre~t of the.higher harmonics gradually
.decreases it is sufficient to consider only the first two or three branches.
In case of chopper fed motor the variations of mmfs and fluxes are such that a
single branch simulates the effects of eddy current quite satisfactorily •. Let
Re. and Le. are equivalent resistance and inductance of the eddy current path.
To include the eddy current effects, a second differential equation of the
eddy current path must also be considered in addi Hon to the equation (4.17).
The differential equation representing the eddy current path is

(d~ •• /dt) = -i••Re.

where

or,
'Y•• = Le.i••+pN,epll.
i•• = [( '-j!•• -pN,ep,.. )/Le.J

(4.42) [i

In the above equation it is considered that the eddy current coil has a number
of turns equal to that of the series coil . Now

F. = N.i. + F••

= N, (i. +i •• )

= Neid
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N.
SO, id = ----(ia+i.d) (4.43)

N.
Fromequation (4.17) and (4.42) with the substitution of equation (4.43), a

simultaneous differential equation of the fonn shownbelow has been derived in

Appendix C which is the fundamental equation to take into account the effect

of eddy currents.

dia = --------------------------------------------------------------------
dt N.' N. N.' N. N.' N.'

[ (Led+p---r...) (LaI +LsI +La.+2--Ma.+---Le )- (--Ma.+---Ls ) (pN.L,+p---r... )]
N. N. N.' N. N.' N•

•.•.• (4.44)
and

N.' N. Na'
[-(pN.L,+p---r...) (Va-Avb-i.Ra-K4'.aW)-(La.+Ls.+La.+2--Ma.+---Le )i. dRed)

di.d N. N. N.'

dt
= -------------------------------------------------------------~-------

N.' N. N.' N. N.' N.'
[(Led+P---r...) (La.+LsI +La.+2--Ma.+---Ls )-(--Ma. +---Ls ) (P'l. L,+p---r... )]

N. N. N.' N. N.' Ne
•••.. (4.45)

alNe
r... = -----[tan-, b, F, ~tan-' b, Ftl + d, N.

2Fa
The above expressions of L, and r... have been derived in .Appendix D.

where

and

I
alNa

L, = - -----[Fd(tan-'b,F,-tan-1b,F,)
2Fa'

1 1+bt'F,'
- -~-ln----------]

2b, 1+b,"F,' ]....,

4.3.5 Methodof Detennination of Led and Red

The resistance and inductance of the eddy current paths can be deter-

mined in different ways. Let us consider only one eddy current path. the ex-

perimental set-up to detennine Red and Led is shown in figure 4.9. Low ac

voltage is applied so that saturation can be neglected and La can.be con-

sidered as constant. Fromthe equivalent cireui t

'(
/ I

i

I
c

(4.47)z.. = (Rs +j wLs I ) + ---------------------

I

"
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where

He = Series field resistance.

Ls = Inductance of the series field coil.

Lou = Magnetising inductance. (1.••-Ls I ).

Again from test

Zo. = (VII) = (Voltmeter reading/Annleter reading)
and

12 (Annneterreading)'

Xe. ~JZo~- R.,;-
R.,. =

P Wattmeter reading
= -------------------- (4.48)

(4.49)

Now solving equations (4.47)-(4.49) the value of Red and Led can be

determined.

To
low

Voltage
ac source

v

Red

Led

FIG. 49 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP TO DETERMINE THE PARAMETER OF THE
EDDY CURRENT PATH

Another method of determination of the eddy current pe.rameters requires

the recordings of the dynamic field current. Suddenly a de voltage V is ap-

plied on the field circuit and after sometimes it is switched off and at the

same.time the terminals are shorted tg give a path so that the field currents
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,-
can die out. Simultaneouslythe dynamicfield current is. recorded. The ex-

perimental set-up is as shownin figure 4.1 and 4.2. If only one eddy current

branch is considered, the total current for charging period will be the SUlll of

twoexponentially rising currents as given by

i = I, (l-e-t/T1) + I.-(I-e-t/T2.)

= (I, +I.) - (I, e-t I T1+ I. e-t I T2)

= Is - (I,e-t/T1+ I.e-tiT.)

Similarly for discharging period

i = (I, e-tiTi + I. e-tiT2.)

(4.50)

(4.61)
where,T, and T. are the time constants of the field coil and the eddy current

path respectively; The constants 11, I. and '1'" T. can be detennined as

follows:

Fromthe decayingcurve. the log. i as a function of time can be plotted.

Since the eddycurrent term will die out very quickly, the latter portion of

the curve is due to the series field coil only• That is the latter portion is

given by

y = log. (I,e-t/Ti)

= log. I, - tiT,

whichis the equation of a straight line. The y-axis intercept of this

straight line gives the value of log. I, and the slope gives the time constant,

'1',. This is shownin figure 4.10. Nowfromequation (4.51) and with the calcu-

lated values of I, and '1'" log.(I.e-t/T2) can also be plotted as a function of

time. This will also be a straight line and in a similar wayfrom the y-axis

intercept and slope of the straight line the constants I. and T. can be

detennined. Proceedingwith the sametechnique the other constants can also be

determined if morethan one eddy.current branch is considered.
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FIG4.10 LOGARITHM OF DYNAMIC FIELD CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

To determine the value of 14. and Lo. let us take laplace transform of

the equation (4.50), this gives

Is I, I.I(S) = ---- - -------- - --------
S S+1/T, S+1/T,

where Is is the steady stste current given by (VIRs). Therefore

Is I, T, I, T.
I (j W) = - ----____ _ _

juJ l+juJT, l+jWT.

Again V(S)=(V/S) • that is V(juJ)= (VI j uJ ). Hence the frequency response of

transfer function

V( j uJ)
Z (j uJ) = --------

I(juJ)

= Re( w) + jIm( uJ ) (4.52)
But 'Z(jw) is given by equation (4.47), whichcan be written as
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Z(jw) = Re(uJ,Led,R.d) + jIm(<0,Led,R.d)

Equating equations (4.52) and (4.53)
Re(kl) = Re(uJ,Led,R.d)

and

Im(4.l) = Im(uJ,Led,R.d)

(4.53)

(4.54)

For a particular value of W from equation (4.54) the two unknownsR.dandLe d

can be calculated out. The main advantage of this method is that if more than

one eddy current branch is considered, say two, then to detennine the four

constants Le1, Le2, R.1 and R.2 the same equation (4.54) can be used. In this

case equation (4.54)will be used twice, with two different values of w so

that the four necessary equations can be obtained to detennine the four

unlmownquanti ties.

4.3.6 Steady State Performance

To determine the steady state performance of a chopper-fed de series

motor without considering the effect of eddy currents the first order non-

linear differential equation given by (4.41) must be solved. On the otherhand

to determine the performance with taking the effect of eddy currents into ac-

count the nonlinear simultaneous differential equations given by (4.44) and

(4.45) must be solved. Both the equations can be solved quite easily by fourth

order Runge-Kutta method. This method gives the steady state armature current

as a function of time for a particular angular speed.W. Once the current as a

function of time is detennined7the air-gap flux 4' IDa can also be detennined

using equation 4.31". Nowthe electromagnetic torque is given by.

Te = K.lav.epav (4.55)
Average value of armature current and air-gap flux can be evaluated

graphically from the steady state armature current versus time and air-gap

flux versus time curve. Hence T. can be calculated from equation (4.55) which
corresponds to a particular W . Then choosing other values of wand repeating
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the whole process the electromagnetic torque T. can be calculated and plotted

as a function of speed. Thus the steady state torque-speed characteristics of

a chopper-fed dc series motor can be obtained.
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CHAPTER 5
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NUMERICAL EVALUATION

5 • 1 INl'IlODU::TIOO

For the simulation of a chopper-fed dc series motor two different mathe-

matical models have been formulated in chapter 4. These two models are applied '

to a low powerde series motor in order to determine its steady state perfor-

mance characteristics. The simulation results are presented in this chapter.

The results include steady state torque-speed characteristics of the motor,

neglecting as well as considering the effect of eddy currents.

5.2 D~TlOO OF FR>LICH'S CCl'mTANTS

The effect of magnetic saturation has been included in the first,model
r

by frolich's equation as

(!

\!
"
,

k,

L = [----------
(koH,)'

k, (i, -10 )

+ -------------]
10 D, (ko +i, ),

(5.1)

In order to determine the value of the constants of this equation, for

the test machine, particulars of which are given in AppendixE, it must be

tested first so that the self inductance of the field coil as a function of

its current can be determined. This has been done from the OCC of the machine.

The open circuit voltages at different field currents for the test machine

are given in table 5. 1. Figure 5. 1 shows the OCC of the niachine from which

the value of (dE./di,) at different field currents have been determined. Then

the inductance at different field currents have been calculated using equation

(4.7) , where K, is a constant. 'Thevalue of Kt 'has been determined from the

ini tial portion of the OCC and the measured value of inductance of the field

coil. Here it has been assumed that the measured value of inductance of the

field colI gives the Unsaturated value of inductance.
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0.0 12
0.1 32
0.2 70
0.3 103
0.4 138
0.5 172
0.6 198
0.7 216
0.8 230
0.9 242
1.0 253
1.1 262
1.2 269
1.3 274
1.4 278
1.5 280

TABLE 5.1

Field current
I, amp.

a.c. Voltage
Eo volt.

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

The experimentally determined self inductance versus current curves for.
the test machine together with the analytically determined values by equation
(5.1)., (with k,=1.284423, k,=203.4443 and D,=-2.25344 ) is shown in figure
5.2. This figure clearly shows that the empirical formulation for self induc-
tance given by relationship (5.1) enables one to represent the de machine self
inductance quite'satisfactorily.
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Figure- 5.1 Open cirCllit characterisiics of the test machine
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Figure- 5.2 Variation of self inductance wifh saturation
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5.3 Dh""fERMINATlOOOF BACK H1F <XJEFFICIENT, K

The steady state. armature current of a chopper-fed dc series motor

changes between a maximlDDand a minimlDDvalue. The armature reaction flux also

varies with the armature current. As a result the back emf coefficient, K is

not a constant. However, it may, effectively be represented by equation (4•.8)

to take into account the effect of armature reaction. The value of the coeffi-

cient K has. been determined from the internal characteristics of the machine

as follows :

The external characteristics of the test machine are given in Appendix

F. Fromthe external characteristics a series of curves have been drawn as

shown in figure 5.3(a) - 5.3(c). These curves show the variation of back emf

Eb. with the armature current, taking the field current as a parameter. These

series of curves have been constructed using equation (4.9). From these inter-

nal characteristics the value of the back emf coefficient.K as a function of

both the armature and the field current haS been determined using the

relationship

(5.2)

The value of K at different field and armature currents is listed in

AppendixG. But since in a series motor the same current flows through the

field coil and the armature coil, only those values of K are of practical im-

portance which corresponds to the same field and armature current. Figure 5.4

shows the values of K for same field and armature current.
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Figure- 5.3(a) Internal characteristics of the test machine with
field current as a par amete r
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Figure-5.3(b) Internal characteristics of the test machine
with field current as a parameter,
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Internal characteristics of the test machine with
field current as a parameter.
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5. 4 DETEI~NATlOOOFEDDYaJRREN1' <U>lS'1'Alfi'S, <:;, n and A
The dynamic open circuit voltage and field current of the test machine,

as recorded by the pen recorder, during free wheeling of field current is

shown in figure 5.5. Figure 5.6 shows the difference between the actual

. dynamic induced armature emf and .the emf obtained from the CCCunder steady

state condition. This difference in voltage is just due to the induced eddy

currents in the magnetic circuit and may suitably be represented. by equation

(4.10).

A computer program to ,determine the constants of the empirical relation-

ship (4.10), so tha.t it fits the experimentally determined bV. is (Iiven in

AppendixH. The analytically determined AV. (with <:;=.202451, n=.269691 and

). =71.57106) is also shown in figure 5.6. Figure 5.7 shows the calculated

response from empirical model together with the calculated steady state

response (CCC) and the experimentally recorded response of the open circuit

induced voltage. The satisfactory agreement between calculated and measured

curves, as revealed from figure 5.7. justifies that for the machine under

consideration, equation (4.10) provides an easy tool to account for the ef-

fects of eddy currents.
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Figure-5.7 Dynamic response of armature e.m. f. due to step
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is given by

5.5 STEADY STATE ~-sPRIID CHARAGI'ERISTICS

In the first model, the steady state performance of a chopper-fed de

series motor, can be determined using equations (4.11) (4.16) . Neglecting . II'

the commutation interval of the chopper cireui t .( 0c =0), the average steady, II

state machine speed and the electromagnetic torque, as derived in Appendix A I: I', I '
i'
"

Wav

Vd - . I,vRa
= W=

Ia v [K -

Ea v • 1a v

/".0(,-------------]
uJ. (k.+Ia v )

and
\

where

T. = -----------
W

E. v = K.W.I. v

Whenthe effect of eddy current is neglected the average steady state

machine speed . takes the form

Wav = W =
VJ - IavRa

KIav

The steady state torque-speed characteristics for the test machine (with

input voltage V=100 volts and ~ = 0.1) have been determined from the above

equations, for different values of the mark period patio, b . Figure 5.8 shows

the steady state torque-speed characteristics of the machine under

consideration, assuming the .output voltage wave of the chopper to be square

and neglecting the effect of eddy current, while Figure 5.9 shows the same

when the effect of eddy current has been taken into consideration.
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5.6 RErnESENTATIOO OF 'IlIR MAGNETISING <::HARAm'ERISTICS

For computat~ons using the second model it is necessary to represent the

magnetisation characteristics of the machine by the so called arc-tan curve as

given by equation (4.30) . The magnetisation characteristics of the test

machine have been determined from its open circuit characteristics. The open.

circuit voltage is given by Eo =(epZNP/A).With the knownvalues of the machine

parameters Z, P, A and N, the flux 4', at different field currents have been

determined.' The ampere turns corresponding to different field currents have

been calculated using the relationship F=N.i,. Thus the magnetising curve of

the test machine (~ vs. F) is obtained. The value of the constants a" b, and

d, of equation (4.30) have been determined so that ep(F) given by relationship

(4.30) , fi ts the experimentally determined values. The experimentally deter-

mined magnetisirig curve together with the analytically determined one (with

a,=0.115, b,=0.095 and d,=-0.0007) is shown in figure 5.10.

5.7 a:r1PlTI'ERmxmAM

Determination of the torque-speed characteristics by the second model

requires the numerical solution of the motor performance equation. In steady

state condition a chopper-fed dc series motor maybe simulated by a set of

nonlinear differential equations as discussed in chapter 4. For numerical

evaluation a computer program is developed in Fortran. Standard Runge-Kutta

numerical method have'been used., The program is general in nature and it is

capable of determining the transient performance also with somemodifications

in the model. The com~uter program is given in AppendixH.
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5.8 m'EADY STATE PERFOOHANCH. DE"fEIlMINIIDBY SECOID KIlHL

The computer program in Fortran (AppendixH) enables to determine the

steady. state annature current and air-gap flux as a function of time for dif-

ferent angular speed W. As a sample, the variation of the steady state arma-

ture current and air-gap flux with time, for a particular angular speed W is

shownin figure 5.11 whenthe eddy current effect is neglected. The output

voltage of the chopper is taken as 100 volts and the mark period ratio, a , as
0.84. Figure 5.12 shows the samewhen the effect of eddy current is taken into

account. The steady state eddy current is also shownin the same figure. The

average annature current and air-gap flux have been defermined. graphically

from these curves. The torque corresponding to different values of angular.

speed have been determined using equation (4.55). Figure 5.13 shows the steady

state torque-speed characteristics of the test machine for two different

values of (;, neglecting the effect of eddy current; while figure 5.14 shows

the same considering the eddy current effect.
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CHAPTER 6
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 ~oo
Theaccuracy of the mathematicalmodelsfonnulated in chapter 4. can re

determined by comparing the results given in chapter 5 with the actual

results. This requires determination of the actual steady state performanceof

the . test machine when supplied from a chopper, which has reen done

experimentally. This chapter presents the experimental set-up and ita brief
,

description. Theexperimentally determinedsteady state torque-speed charac-

teristics has also been given at the end of the chapter.

6.2 EXPERIMENTALSBT-uP

The actual steady state performance of the test motorwhenfed from

chopperhas reen determinedexperimentally by supplying the motor from the

output of a class C chopper, in whichcurrent cOlllDUtationis used. Thecircuit

diagram of the chopper together with the arrangementsfor current cOlllDUtation

is shownin figure 3.10a. Theexperimental set-up in block diagram is shownin

figure 6. 1. Figure 6.2. showsthe interconneption of logic modules. The mark

period ratio b, is varied by the twoquadrant de/de converter logic. Pulse

width modulationhas been utilized, that is, to. has been varied keeping the

chopping frequencyconstant. The steady state torque has been measuredwith

the help of an eddycurrent brake. .Thephotographof the whole experimental

set-up is given in AppendixI.
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6.3 'IUQJE-SPEIID CHARAGl'ERISTICS

For a particular mark period ratio :;, the torque-speed characteristic

has .beendetermined by recording the speed and corresponding torque at dif-

ferent load. The motor has been loaded with the help of the eddy current

brake. As the loading increases the speed' of the motor decreases. Figure 6.3

presents the experimentally determined steady state torque-speed characteris-

tics of the test machine for different mark period ratio ~. The output volt-

age of the chopper was adjusted at 100 volts.

110
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o
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••

Figure-6.3 Torque-speed characteristics ot the test machine
(Experimental)
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CHAPTER 7



COMPARISONAND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Thecomparisonof the analytical results with the experimental one is

very muchessential to makesure that the mathematicalmodel, based on which

"the analytical results are obtained is fairly accurate. This chapter provides

the facility of such comparison. Here the results obtained, by applying the

mathematicalmodelsformulated in chapter 4 to a compoundwound motor,

operated as a series one have been comparedwith the experimental results of

chapter 6. Thechapter ends with an analysis of the results.

7.2 <X:MPARISOOOF'IlIE CURVES

The steady state torque-speed characteristics of the test machineas ob-

tained fromthe empiriCalmodelis compared with the experimental one in

figure 7.1. It showsthat the curve whichtakes the eddycurrent effect into

account resembles the actual characteristics moreclosely than the curve that

does not consider the effect of eddycurrent. Similarly figure 7.2 compares

the analytical curves obtained from the numerical model with the actual

characteristics.

As a measure of correctness of the analytical curves the root mean

square error of the curves maybe quoted. For the empirical model, with mark

period ratio, S =0.84, the curve whichdoes"not consider the eddy current ef-

fect has a value of root meansquare error of 1.64 rad/sec., while it is L12

roo/seC. for the curve whichtakes into account the effect of eddy currents.

Onthe otherhand the curves obtained fromnumerical modelhave a considerably

larger value of root meansquare error. With"b=0.84, it is 3.20 rad/sec. for

the curve whichconsiders the effect of eddycurrent and 5.04 rad/sec. for the
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curve that neglects eddy current effect. The root meansquare error as a per-

centage of the maximumspeed that can be achieved with the compoundmotor

operating it as a series one is listed in table 7.1 for S = 0.84.

Table 7.1

Curves

With eddy current

Empirical model

Without eddy current

With eddy current

NtDDericalmodel

Without eddy current

Root mean

square error,

rad/sec.

1.12

1.64

3.20

5.04

% of r.m.s.

error, w.r.t.
maximumavailable

motor speed

1. 07%

1. 56%

3.05%

4.81%

The above analysis on the basis of root mean square error criteria,

reveals that the inclusion of eddy current effect gives better result. Again

it showsthat the curves obtained by empirical model resembles the actual

curves moreclosely than those obtained by numerical model. This discrepancy

maybe due to the following reasons:

1. Consideration of only one eddy current path.

2, Inaccuracy in values of someof the machineparameters due to lack

of somemachinedata and determination of these values fromappro-

ximate calculations.,
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It is quite obvious'that the effect of eddycurrent is muchmore severe

in transient condition than in normalsteady state operation. A transient

study should consider at least three (sometimesfive) eddy current paths in

the equivalent circuit of dc machinefield, to represent the effect of eddy

current., In case of chopper-feddc series motor the variation of omfs and

fluxes are such that a single eddycurrent branch simulates the effect of eddy

current moreor less satisfactorily. For this reason in the present workonly

one eddycurrent path has been considered in the m.Dnericalmodel. Considera-

tion of higher numberof eddycurrent paths will definitely give better agree-

mentof the theoretical curves with the experimental one. But in the first

model that is in the empirical modelthe effect of eddycurrent has been in-

cluded in a different way. In this modelthe effect of eddycurrept on the ar-

mature inducedvoltage has been recorded experimentally and this effect has

been simulated by a generalised empirical relationship as given by equation

(4.10). Therefore this modelrepresents the effect of eddy current better

than the numericalmodelwith only one,eddycurrent branch.

Onthe otherhand, value of someof the machineparameters needed for the

numerical modelsolution have been determinedon someassumptions, whichmay

not be,strictly correct. For examplethe inductance of the series field coil

due to air-gap flux has been taken as ninety percent of the self inductance

while the leakage inductance of the series field coil and armature coil have

been considered as ten percent, of the self inductances of the =ils

respecti vely. Againthe test machineis a compoundwoundone whosetotal m.un-

ber of turns of the field coils per pole pair is known. But in the numerical

modelthe value of N., that is, numberof turns per pole pair of the series

field coil is used. This value is determinedon'the assumptionthat the total

, numberof turns is divided betweenthe series and shunt field coils in the

ratio of square root of their self inductances. This assumptiondefinitely
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gives an approximatevalue of N., Whichmaycause the .analytical curve to

deviate fromthe actual one to someextent..

< ' •

Another thing~to be mentionedhere"that the test machineis supposedto

be operated with both of its series and shunt field excitation. But in this

work it is used as series motor. As a result sornelimitations are imposedon

the motor. Therated motorvoltage and speed are 220volt and 1500rpn. But as

series motor the machinecan not be operated at a speed greater than 1000 rpn

without exceeding'its rated current. Theoperating supply voltage has been ad-

justed .at 100volt only, to keep the machinewithin its ratings. For these

reasons the comparisonof the analytical curves with the experimental one is

limited to a specified range of operation.

7.3 OBSERVATIOOS AND ANALYSIS OF 'IlIE RESULTS

On the basis of the results obtained in chapter 5 and 6 and also from

the comparisonof the theoretical curves with the experimental one the follow-

ing important points can be noted:

Thesteady state torque-speed characteristics obtained fromthe empiri-

cal model, wheneddycurrent effect is considered, resembles .the practical

measurementsmoreciosely than that obtained without,considering the effect of

eddycurrent. This is also true for the munericalmodel. Theabovestatement

is justified in article 7.2, on the basis of root meansquare error criteria.

Further examination of the curves gives the informations listed in table 7.2

for markperiod ratio, 6=0.84.
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Table 7.2

-----------------------------------~----------------------------------------

Curves

With eddy current

"Maximumerror

in speed.

red/sec.

1.23

"% of error

at maximum

error

1.5%

"Maximum

% of

error

Empirical model ------------------------------------------------------------

Without eddy current

With eddy current

3.33

5.77

3.9%

6.88%

4.16%

7.68%

Numericalmodel ------------------------------------------------------------

In table 7.2

Without -eddyCurrent 9.77 11.66% 11.66%

"(a) Maximtmlerror in speed = The maximumdeviation of the theoretical

curves from-the experimental one in red/sec.

"(b) % of error at maximtmlerror = The error in (a) as a percentage of the

actual speed.

" (c) Maximtml% of error = The maximtmlvalue of percentage of error which

mayor maynot be occurred at the instant of maximumerror;

Hence it can be concluded that the eddy currents have a considerable ef-

fect on the steady state torque-speed characteristics of a chopper-fed de

series motor and it must be included in- the analysis.

Comparisonof figure 5.11 with 5.12 showsthat the variation of air-gap

flux with time. while the eddy current effect is included in the model l;>ecomes

smooth. But the armature current variation becomeslarger. These observations

can be explained as follows :
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In a chopper-fed dc series motor the air-gap flux depends on three quan~

tities

1. The field current.

2. The armature reaction.

3. The eddy current.

The field current directly affects the air-gap flux. So, increased field

current, which is also the armature current for dcseries motor, tries to in-

crease the air-gap flux. But the armature reaction that demagnetises the air-

gap flux becomesgreater at higher armature current. Andthe eddy current al-

ways tries to retard the change in air-gap flux. The effect of these three

quantities can be explained clearly by dividing the period of the choPPing

cycle into two regions. In the region of low armature current (i. < I •• ) the

effect of annature reaction on the air-gap flux maybe neglected in comparison

to the eddy current effect. In this' region the eddy current plays the most im-

portant role and opposes any tendency of the 'air-gap flux to change. But in

the high armature current region (i. > I. v) , as the magnitude of armature

reaction is,quite large, it plays the vital role on the air-gap flux. As a

result of all these phenomenathe variation of air-gap flux becomes smooth

whenthe effect of eddy current is included in the model. But'as the speed of

the machine during a chopping period is assumedconstant, a reduction of air-

gap flux would result in a reduced back emf voltage. This will definitely in-

crease the armature current. So smoothing of the variation of air-gap fltD(

wit!).time must be followed by larger values in the armature current.

The shape of the armature current within a chopping period as shown in

figure 5.11 and 5.12 is such that it maybe represented approximately by the

exponential curves. Under such representation the system maybe linearized in

terms of armature current. Then the numerical solution of the second model

will no longer be needed and an analytical solution maybe fonnulated.
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The maximumvalue of steady state eddy current as found in figure 5.12

is almost thirty percent of the maxinn.nnarmature current. This eddy current

has two significant effects on the perfonnance of the mOtor. The first one,

which is rather obvious and already mentioned is that it. affects the steady

state torque-speed characteristics of the motor. Secondly the eddy current has

a heating effect and the rate at which energy is dissipated in the eddy cur-

rent path is given by Ie d 2HeiI • Figure 7.3 shows the variation of eddy current

loss with time in a chopping period for 2>=0.84 and w=80 rad/sec. The eddy

current ampere turns as a function of time is also shownin the same figure.

The maximumpower loss in eddy current path is 0.159 watt, which is 3.12% of

the average armature copper loss. Again the maximumarmature copper loss is

5.61 watt. So, the eddy current loss is 2.83%of the maximumarmature copper,

loss. This small amount of eddy current loss maybe neglected so far ef-

ficienc;y of motor is concerned. But this eddy current loss is about 7%to 8%

of the average power loss in the series field coil. So, the pole structure is

locally heated by eddy current flowing through the pole cores, yoke, joints

and fittings. This heating effect is not negligible so far design of the pole.

structure for proper cooling facility is concerned. HenCeit maybe concluded

that though the eddy current loss has negligible effect on the efficiency of a

chopper-fed de series motor, it has a significant effect on the design of the

pole structure'.

In the second mOdel, the speed of the motor has been assumed constant

througholtt the whole chopping period. The theoretical results obtained with

this assumption is in quite close agreement with the . practical measurements.

This justifies the assumption of constant speed. Howeveranalysis can be made

without considering the speed to be constant throughout the chopping period.

In this condition a differential equation of motion of armature must be in-

cluded in the model, that represents the relationship amongthe torque, speed,

momentof inertia etc. of the system.
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7.4 <Xl1PARATIVE STUDY OF 'IlIE ME1lKJDS

The first model is based on some empirical fonnula, which are to be

detennined from someexperimental results. Therefore to apply, this model,to a

system the system must be tested first in order to detennine the value of sorne

constants, such as Frolich's constants, the back emf coefficient and so on.

So, the motor whose perfonnance is to be detennined must be at hand. On the

other hand in the second model the motor is simulated by a system of nonlinear

differential equationS, which describe the operation of the motor in different

modes of a chopper cycle. These system of differential equations can be fonnu-

lated and SOlvedwithout testing the motor. In this model only value of sorne

of the motor parameters are required, which can be obtained easily from the

design data of the motor. Hence the second model can also be applied to a sys-

tem which is not at hand. But it is to be mentioned here that this model

requires the numerical solution of the differential equations describing the

'motor perfonnance. As a result this model takes a considerable computation

time.
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"

CONCLUSIONS

8. 1 COOCLUSlOOS

Steady state analysis of chopper-fed de series motor has been carried

out in this thesis. The theoretical results have been comparedwith the actual

values as determined experimentally. The results have also been analysed

critically in the previous chapter. The following important conclusions are

drawn from this thesis:

1. The approaches suggested in this work for modelling de series motor fed

by chopper is general in the sense that it takes into account the effe-

cts of saturation of IDBgneticcireui t, eddy current' and armature reac-

tion. There is a satisfactory agreement between predicted and experi-

mental Performance.

2. The eddy current has a considerable effect on the steady state torque-

speed characteristics of a chopper-fed de series motor and therefore it

must be included in the analysis.

3. The effect of eddy current loss on the' efficiency of a chopper-fed de

series motor is negligible.

'4. The heating effect of eddy current plays important part on the design

of the pole structure of a chopper-fed de series motor.

5. The first modelwhich is based on someempirical formula permits the

derivation of simple analytical methods for the analysis of de series

motor fed by a chopper with 'pulse-width control. This approach permits

considerable reduction of computation time and gives good accuracy.

6. The variation of speed of the motor during chopping cycle is negligible.
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B.2 RElXM1ENDATIOOSFffi FURI'HERS'ruDY

Themathematicalmodelsuse,i in this workdo not contain all the factors

which cause nonlinear relation betweenthe armature induced voltage and the

armature current, such as the dc machinecOlllDUtation,increase in resistance

due to skin effect and so on. The study and analysis is also restricted for

steady state performanceof chopper-fed de series motor only • _The following

points can be taken under consideration for future workon this =ntext:

1. The effect of chopper cOllIDlutationperiod can be included in the modeL

2. Analysis can be madewithout considering the speed to be constant

through out the choppingperiod.

3. To take into account the effect of eddy current more than one-eddy

current path maybe considered.

4. The inclusion of dc motor cOlllDUtationin the modeland study of

different types of de motor fed fromchopper.

5. Analysis can be madefor detennining transient response of chopper-fed

dc series motor.

6. Themodelcan be modified for the analysis of separately excited de

motor fed fromchopper.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS
oP THE EMPIRICAL MODEL

11,,"quanti ties in equation (4.10) can be redefined and approximated for
(

the analysis of chopper-fed dc series motor as follows

For rising current,

L\.i -(I •• -i.)
----------- = --------------.

and
(k, +i )Ir0 I••(k.+i. )
i

(----- )"
Ir 0

(i.-Ial )= [----------]"
I••

For falling current during free wheeling.

L\.i i. -I.,
----------- = ------------

and
(k. +i) Ir0 I••(k. +i. )

i
(-----)"
Ir 0

(i.-I., )
= [----------]"

I••

Nowreplacing i. by I •• for taking the average effect

-(I••-i.) -(1••-1•• )
------------ ~-------------
I •• (k,+i.) Iu (k. +I•• )

-(i. II ••)= ------------
(k. +I •• )

-c<.= ------------
(,k, +I. v)

(A.1a)

where cf:, = (i./I •• ) and i. = peak value of current ripple,

and i
. (---)"
Ir 0

(i.-I.I)= [----------]"
I••

Iav-lal
~ [---------] ~

I••
i.= (-----)"
Iu= 0(,"
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so,

(i/I,.)" (i./I •• )" oC"
---------- = ------------ = ----------- (A.1b)

in the above equations maybe suitably chosen and taken as" a constant.

CASEI : Chopper with Square WaveOutput Waveform"

(a) Duty Interval (0 ~ t.~ bT)

where

The differential equation describing this mode is

.di.
L(I.v)---- + R.i. + K.w.i. + AV. = V

dt
AV. = Voltage due to eddy currents.

R = Total armature circuit resistance.

(A. 2)

K = Back emf coefficient as defined by equation (4.8) and assUDp- r":
,

tion (iv) of section 4.2.4, is a function of I •••

(b) Free Wheeling Interval (dT ~ t ~ T)

The differential equation describing this mode is

di.
L(1•• )---- + R.i. + K.w.i. + b V. = 0

dt
(A. 3)

J

Substitution from equations (A.1a) and (A.1b) into equation (4.10) gives

W -~ .sgn(di./dt) k•. E: 'oC" di.
AV. = A (----) [i•. ---------------- - -----------. ---- ] (A. 4)

N. (k. +I•• ) (k2 +I•• )2 dt

Substitution of DoV.from equation (A.4) into equation (A.2) and (A.3) gives

dia I

Le q • --- "+ i•.He q = V
dt

(A. 5)

with i. (0)=1. 1

where,

Leq
'A' (w/w.).k". () . 0<;"= L(Iav) - ------------------------

(k" +I. v )2
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di. /
Le •• --- + i•.Re. = 0

dt

and

/Re. = [R+K.W- )..(-~-),---~---),
W. (k.+I • .)

(A.B)

with i. (dT)=I •• for ~T ~ t ~ T

(A. 7)

steady state machine speed can be

" A '"I.v[K - -----.----------)
W. (k.+I.v)

= w=w.v

detennined from equations (A.5) and (A.B) as

, Vd - RI.v

Equations (A.5) and (A.B) are linear equations for a specified operating con-
'I

i '
\ :
I r '.

I'
I '

,[',

dition tmder steady state. The average

The electromagnetic torque T. is given by

T. =
Ea v .18 V

w (A.B)

CASEII : Chopper with Non-square Output Voltage Waveformdue to Load

Dependent CoIIInutntion

The voltage and current waveforms of a load current COIImUtatedchop-

per are shown in figure 4.4. There are three distinct mode of operations as

shown below :

(a) Duty Interval (0 ~ t ~ ST)

The equations describing this mode of operation are

di. /
Le •• --- + i•.Re. + K .W.v = V

dt

with i.(O)=I., and K/= KI.v

(A.9 )

, I,

where Le. is as defined in case I and

)...(w/w.) .e<-
Re. = R - --------------

.(k2+I.v)
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(b) Connnutation Interval, ( ~T ~ t ~ (S + C;e)T)

Assuming constant current during conmutation interval gives, Ie =1•••

Further,

,

"

2CV
(A.10)

I••

(c) Free Wheeling Interval «;) + 6e )T ~ t ~ T)

In this mode, the armature current free wheels through the free wheeling

diode and both the main and auxiliary thyristors are off; The equations ,

describing this mode are given by

di.
Le•• --- + i•.Re.

dt
/+K.w.v=O (A. 11)

with i. « ,0+ de )T)=Ie=I •• and i. (t=T)=I.l

The solutions for armature current obtained from equations (A.9) and (A.11)

are
I

V-KaJ. v
i. = --------(1-e-t I Ta) + 1.1e- t I Ta )

. Re.

for 0 ~ t ~ cST and

(A.12)

I),

/
-KWa v I

i. = -------(l-e-t/Ta)
Re.

for 0 ~ t' ~ (1- ~ - Se )T

where,

Leo
TlII =

(A.13)

Re .'

From equations (A.12) and (A.13) with i. (bT) = I•• and i. «1-.';- SelT) = 181

one gets,

liT/Ta
/

V 1-e KWav
1.1 = ---[--------------) - -------

R.,. 1-eC1-belT ITa R.,.
and

IV 1-e- S TITa Kcu R v
I•• = ---[--------------) - -------

R.,. 1-e-( 1- be) T/Ta R.,.

(A.14 )

(A.15 )
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Fromequations (A.10) and (A.15) the average motor speed is given by

Re. V 1-e- aT/Ta
= uJ = -----[---(---------------

K1 Re. 1-e-( 1- ScI TITa
E. v

=

The average annature current is given by
I

VS - (1- eSc )KUJ.. 2CV
lay = ----------------- + ---

Re. T
V E.. 2CV

= --- [ a - (1- & c ) -----] +
Re. V T

2CV
-----]
be .T

(A.16 )

(A.17 )

The average electromagnetic torque is given by equation (A.S).
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APPENDIX B

DETERMINATION OF THE EXPRESSION OF AIR-GAP FLUX, 4> .••

substitution of equation (4.30) in equation (4.29) gives

1 ~F.+F.cPm. = --- ep(F)dF
2F. F.-F.
1 fF.+F.= --- [a,tan-'(b,F)+d,FldF
2F. F.-F.

with F.+F. = F. and F.-F. = F, one gets

1 IF' 1 IF. +F.erm. = --- (a,tan-'b,F)dF + --- (d,F)dF
2F. F, . 2F. F.-F.

The second integral can be perfonned easily as

- (F.-F.)']

d, P F.+F.----[---12F. 2 F.-F.d,
= -----[ (F.+F.)'

4F.

~
F.+F. .

(d,F)dF =
F.-F.

1

2F.

In order to evalulate the first integral let
y = tan-'b,F

or tany - b,F
1

or ---sec"y dy = dF
b,

Substitution of these in the first integral gives

1 JF.+F.--- (a,tan-'b,F)dF =
2F. F.-F.

a, IF' y~sec'y--- (---------)dy
2F. F, . b,

= ~~_[-~-(ytanyIF._ JF. tanydy)]
2F. b, F, F,

a, 1 . 1 IF.= ---[---(b,F.(tan-'b,F.) - b,F,(tan-'b,F,)1 - ---(In secy) ]
2F. b, . b, F,
a, 1 IF. .

= ---[(F.tan-'b,F. - F,tan-'b,F,) - ---lnVl+b,'P ]
~ ~ ~
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a,
= ---I (F. tmr' b, F.

2Fa

1 1+b,'F.'
- F,tan-'b,F,) - ---In----------j

2b, 1+b,' F,2

Hence the total expression for cpma becomes

a,e:p ma = ---I IF. tan-, (b, F.) - F, b.r,-' (b, F, )}
2Fa
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APPENDIX, C

FOR~ATION OF THE FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR

SIMULTANEOUS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

The equation of the arnntur'e circuit and that of the eddy current path of a

chopper-fed de series motor is given by

di.
(La, +Ls, )---

dt
and

d'f.. d't'.
+ ----- + ---- + K. 4> •• oW + i •• Ro + L'>.Vb = v.

dt dt
(C.1)

d'jJ •• /dt = ~i ••• R.,.

respectively.

where

(C.2)

did
+ Ma. ----

dt
d 'f••
dt

and
d't'.
dt

,di.
= La .----dt

N. di.
= ---[Me. ----
N. dt

did
+ La ----)

dt

] (c.31

i. is given by

F. =N.(i.+i •• ) =N.i.

or
and

N.
i. = --(i.+i •• )

N.
.. (C.4)

'f•• = Ls •• i•• + p.N •• 9••
which gives

ied =
'-f •• - p.N•• ep ••

(C.5)

The expressions of La., Ma., Me., La and 4'.. are given by equations (4.37)

and (4.31). Again dep•• /dt can be written as

d ep"' :::qll' di. d'f"' did
dt = ~i~-'-dt-+ ~-i~-'-dt-
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di.= L,----dt
did

+ 14----
dt

(C.6)

where the expressions of L, and 14 are given by equation (4.46). Nowdifferen-

from equation (C.2). or,

did
+ 14----]; from equation (C.6) •

dt
d N.

+ 14 {---(---(i.+i •• »}], from equation (C.4)
dt N.

d4' .••p.N•.-----]
dt
d 4'm.

- p.N•• -----];
dt
di.

pN.[L,----
dt
di.

pN.[L,----
dt

= -i••Re.

tiating equation (C.5) with respect to time one gets.

di.. 1 d f••= ---[------ -
dt Le. dt

1
= ---[-h •. Re.

Le.
di••

Le. ---- = -i••Re.
dt

or,
N.' di••

[Le.+p---14 ]---- = -i •• Re. - [pN.L,
N. dt

N.' di.
+ p---14] ---

N. dt
(C.7)

Again substitution of equations (C. 3) and (C. 4) in equation (C.1) gives

di.
(Lal +Lol )---

dt
di.

+ La.---
dt

di.
+ Ma. ---

dt
d N.

+ Me.--[--(i.+i •• )]
dt N.

N. d N.
+ --Le -- [-- (i. +i •• )] +
N. dt N.

Kep ••• W + i.Ra + DVb = v.

or,
N. N.' di.

[LaI +LoI +La.+2--Ma. +---Le ]--- +
N. N.' dt

N. N.' di••
[--Ma.+---Le ]---- + K<jJ •• w + i.Ra +DVb = v.
N. N.' .dt

.•... (C.8)

, Substituting the value of di •• /dt from equation (C.7) into equation (C.B) one

gets

di.
N.'

[(Le. +p---14 ) (v. - L:;Vb -i. Ra-Kep •• C() )

N. .

N. N.'
+ (--Ma. +---Le )i •• Re• ]
N. N.'

= -----------------------------------------------------------------------dt N.' N. N.'
[ (Le. +p---14 ) (LaI +LaI +La. +2--Ma. +---Le) -

~ ~ ~,
N. N.' N.'
(--Ma. +---Le ) (pN.L, +p---14 ) ]
N. N.' N•

...... (C.9)

Similarly subtitution of di./dt from equation (C.7) into equation (C.B) gives
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di.d

N.' N. N.'
[- (pN.L, +p---Lo ) (v. -LV. -i.R. -Kep •••w)-{Lo I +Lo.+Lo.+2--Ma. +---Le )i.dRe4]

~ ~ ~,
= ----------------------------------------------------------------------dt N.' N. N.'
[(Led+p---Lo )(Lo. +Le.+La.+2--Ma.+-'--Le)

N. N. N.'

N. N.' N.'
- (--Ma. +--.,.Le) (pN.L, +p---Lo ) ]
N. N.' N•

• • •• • (C. 10)

Equations (C.9) Bnd (C.10) represent the required first order nonlinear simul-
taneous differential equation which is of the form

dx
-- = f, (t,x,y)
dt

and
dy

= f2 (t,x,y)
dt
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APPENDIX.D

DETERMINATION OF THE EXPRESSION OF

DYNAMIC INDUCTANCES, L, AND L,

The dynamic inductances L, and L, are defined as

j'(
t,

d 4> •••
L, = -----

di.
and

;;)4> ••
Lz = (D.1)

where erm. is given by equation (4.31) as

ep... =
a,
---[F,tan-1(b,F,) - F,tan-1(o,F,)
2F. '

1 l+bl' F.'
- ---In-"'"------]
2b, l+b,' Fl'

(D.2)

L, =

Substituting this value of ep •.• in (D.1)

d'f •••

a i. /
a. N. 1 l+b,'F,'

= ---(- ----)(F.tan-1(b,F.) .- F, tan-1(bIFtl :.--In--------) +
2 F.' / 2bl l+bl'Fl' /
a, / biN. / bl (-N. )
---[N. tan-I (blF.) + F.-------- + N. tan-I (b,Fl) - F,----------
2F. 1+b,'F,' / 1+b,'Fl'

1 (1+b,'F,') (1+b,'F,, )b,'2F.N. - (l+b,'F.' )bl'2F, (-N./)
~ ---.----------.--------------------------~------------------]
2bl (l+bl'F.') (1+b,'F,')'

a, N,;' 1 (1+bl'F,' )
= -----[Fd(tan-'b,F, - tan-'b,F,) ~ ---.In ----------]

2F.' 2b, (1+bl'Fl')
and

Lz =
a, b,N. htN.

= ---[Netan-1blF2 + F2 ---------- - Netan-1hlFt - Fl ----------
2F. (1+b,'F,') (1+b,'F,')

1 (l+bl'Fl') (1+b,'Fl' )b,'2F,N. - (1+bl'F.' )b,'2F,N.
- ---.------------.------------------------~---------------] + diN.
2b, (1+bl'F,' ) (1+b,•Fl • )'
a, F. F,

= ---[Ne(tan-1blFJ ~ tan-1b1Fl) +,b1Ne(---------- - ----------
2F. (1+bl'F,') (1+b,'Fl')

2b,'N. F, F,
- ------(---------- - ---------- )] + ct.N.

2b, (1+bl•F.' ) (1+b,'Fl • )
a,N.

= ----- [tan- , b, F, '- tan-, b, F,] + d, N.
2~.
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APPENDIX E

MACHINE PARTICULARS

NAMEPLATEDATA

1/3 H.P.
220 V D.C.

120 W

1500 R.P.M.

ConsuLab 214-50

Armature resistance = Rs = 24.4.fL.

Series field resistance = R. = .17.2 11-.
Inductance of armature coil = La = 0.274 H.

Inductance of series field coil = Ls = .0887 H.
Pole arc/Pole pitch = 0(" = 8/12

Number of poles = 2
Number of parallel paths = 2
Number of turns of the armature coil = N. = 24

Number of turns per pole pair of series field coil = Ns = 16
Number of turns per pole pair of some arbitrarily chosen base coil = N. = 16

Number.of armature conductors = Z = 48
Resistance of the eddy current path = He d = 10.0056 JL .

Inductance of the eddy current path = .0006925 H.
External resistance inserted in the armature circuit = 6811..
Brush voltage drop = 2 volt.
Leakage inductance of the series field coil = .01Ls H.
Leakage inductance of the armature coil = .01Ls H.
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APPENDIX F

EXTERNAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEST MACHINE

Terminal voltage in volt.
Armature current, I. in amp.
Field current, I, in amp.
------- ------------------------------------------------------------

I. 0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
I,

------- ------------------------------------------------------------
.075 23 20 17 14 10 6
.1 32 29.25 26.5 24. 21.25 18 13

I

.15 52 49.25 46.75 44 41.25 38 34

.2 70 67.3 64.5 61.75 59.25 56.3 53 49

.25 86 83 80 76.75 74 70.5 67.3 63

.3 102 98.75 95.5 92.5. 89.25 86 82 79

.35 120 . 117 114 110.5 107.5 104 100 94

.4 138 134.5 130.75 127 123.75 120 115.5 110

.45 156 152.5 149.25 145.75 141.75 138 132.5 126

.5 172 168.7 165.25 161.5 157.5 153 148 142

.55 186 182 178 173.5 169.25 165 159.5 153 146

.6 198 194 190.5 187 183 178.5 173 165 . 158

l'65 208 204 200.5 195.5 191 186 180.25 173 166
.7 216 211.5 207 202.5 197 192 186.5 180 172
------- ------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX G

TABLE FOR THE BACK EMF COEFFICIENT, K

Back emf coefficient, K in volt~sec/amp-rad.
Annature current, I. in amp.
Field current, If in amp.

.075 .1 .2 .3 .• 4 .5 .6 .7

.075 1.90 1.42 .69 .45 ,31 .23

.1 2.69 2.01 .99 .66 .49 .38 .29

.2 5.92 4.43 2.20 1.46 1.09 .87 .71 .60

.3 8.59 6.44 3.19 2.11 1.57 1.25 1.02 .87

.4 11.63 8.71 4.31 2.85 2.12 1.68 1.3~ 1.15

.5 14.54 10.89 5.41 .3.58 2.66 2.10 1.72 1.44

.6 16.71 12.50 6.21 4.12 3.06 2.42 1.99 1.65

.7 18.19 13.61 6.74 4.45 3.29 2.59 2.13 1.79
------ -----------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX H

COMPUTER PROGRAM 1

C

CTIlIS PROGRAMIS OONE BY MD.MAHMUDURRAHMAN

C TIlESIS SUPERVISOO DR.ENAMUL BASHER

C ASSOCIATE PROFESSOO,DEPAR'IMENTOF E. E. E. BUET,DHAKA

C

C . DETERMINATION OF EDDY CURRENT CONSTANT

C BY HALF INTERVAL SEARCH METHOD

C

C A AND B ARE INITIAL LEFT-AND RIGHT-HAND LIMITS,RESPECTIVELY

C EPS REPRESENTS TIlE TOLERANCEOF F(X), IT IS A SMALL NUMBER

C

OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='IN ',STATUS='OLD ')

OPEN(UNIT=9 ,FILE= 'OUT' ,STATUS='NEW ')

READ(8,22)A,B,EPS

22 .FORMAT(3F10.4)

C

C EVALUATE F(A) AND F(B)

C

FA=1.+(7.417838)*(.083333)**A-(6.448813)*(.333333)**A

FB=1.+(7.417838)*(.083333)**B-(6.448813)*(.333333)**B

WRITE(9,81)

81 FORMAT(5X, 'I' ,9X, 'X(I)' ,llX, 'LLL' ,12X, 'RIm' ,17X, 'F(X)' II)
1=0

7 1=1+1

C

C COMPIJl'E TIlE VALUE OF F(X) AT TIlE MID mINT OF TIlE INTERVAL

C
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X=(A+B)/2.

FP=1.+(7.417838)*(.083333)**X

QQ=(6.448813)*(.333333)**X

F=FP-QQ

WRITE(9,99)I,X,FP,QQ,F

99 FORMAT(I6,3F15.8,F20.8)

C

C TEST TO SEE WHETHERTHE VALUEOF F(X) SATISFIES THE SPECIFIED

C TOLERANCE. IF IT IS STOP THE CCMPUTATION

C

IF(ABS(F) .LE.EPS) GO TO 10

C

C IF THE ffiODUCT OF F TIMES FA IS NEGATIVE, THE TRUE ROOf WOULDLIE

C IN THE INTERVALBETWEENA ANDTHE MID POINT. IF NCYI',IT IS IN THE

C OTHER INTERVAL.IF IT IS ZERO, A IS THE TRUE ROOf.

C

IF(F*FA)5,8,6

5 B=X

FB=F

GO TO 7

6 A=X

FA=F

GO TO 7

8 WRITE(9,9)

9 FORMAT( 'A IS TRUE ROOf ')

10 STOP
END
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 2

C

C TIllS PROGRAMIS DONE BY MD.MAHMUDURRAHMAN

C TIIESIS SUPERVISOR DR.ENAMUL BASHER

C ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,DEPARIMENT OF E.E.E BUET,DHAKA

C

C ca1PlITATION OF TIlE SPEED-TORQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF A CHOPPER FED

C D.C SERIES M:JfOR,WITIlOUT CONSIDERING TIlE EFFECT OF EDDY CURRENT,

C BY SOLVING A FIRST ORDER NON LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION,

C WITIl TIlE HELP OF FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUITA METHOD.

C

C DEFINITION OF SOME PARAMETERS

C

C IA=ARMATURECURRENT IN AMPERE

~.

C

C

VA=APPLIED VOLTAGE TO TIlE ARMATURECIRCUIT IN VOLT'

PHlMA=AIR GAP FWX IN WEBER

r '

/

C OMEGA=ANGULARVELOCITY IN RADIAN/SEC.

C T=TlME IN SECOND

C TP=TlME PERIOD OF ONE CHOPPING CYCLE IN SECOND

C

C

TON=ON TIME IN SECOND

DELT=INCREMENT OF TIME IN SECOND

\ ! I
I .
\. ,r'

C K(1),K(2),K(3),K(4)=RUNGE'S COEFFICIENT

C

REAL *16 K(4),FWX,LAL,LSL,IA,LA,LS,K1

C

C DEFINE TIlE FUNCTION

C
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FA(X)=«ALPHAI*NA)/(2*A*P»*X
FD(X)=NS*X
F1(X)=FD(X)-FA(X)
F2(X)=FD(X)+FA(X)

,
PHlMA(X)=(A1/(2*FA(X»)*(F2(X)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X»)-F1(X)*(ATAN (
+B1*F1(X»)-(1/(2*B1»*(ALOG«1+(B1**2)*(F2(X)**2»/(1+(B1**2)*(F
+1(X)**2»»)+D1*FD(X)
AQ(X)=(P*(NA1**2»*«A1/(B1*(FA(X)**2»)*(1+«(B1**2)*(FD(X)**2
+)-1)/(2*B1*FA(X»)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X»-ATAN(B1*F1(X»)-(FD(X)/(2
HFA(X» )*(ALOG((1+(B1U2)*(F2(X)U2) )/(1+.(B1U2)*(F1(X)U2»»)+
+D1/3)
AE(X)=-«P*NE*NA1*A1)/(2*(FA(X)**2»)*(FD(X)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X))-ATAN
+(B1*F1(X»)-(1/(2*B1»*(ALOG«1+(B1**2)*(F2(X)**2»/(1+(B1**2)*(
+F1(X)U2»» )
.E(X)=(P*(NE**2»*«A1/(2*FA(X»)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X»-ATAN(B1*Fl
+(X»)+D1) .
F(X)=(VA-DELVB-X*RA-K1*PHlMA(X)*0MEGA)/«LAL+LSL)+(AQ(X)+(NS/NE)
+*AE(X)+(NS/NE)*AE(X)+«NS**2)/(NE**2»*E(X»)
OPEN(UNIT=8,FlLE='IN' ,STA'IUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=9,FlLE='0JT' ,STA'It1S='NEW')

c
C VALUE OF SCME OF THE PARAMETERS
C

PARC=8.0
PFITCH=12.0
ALPHAI=PARC/PPITCH
NA=24
NS=16
NE=16
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A=l.O
.P=l.O
Z=48.0
A1=0.115
B1=0.095
D1=-0.0007
NA1=(PARC*NA)/(2*A*P*PPITCH)
DELVB=2.0
RA=109.6
PI=3.14159265
K1=(Z*P)/(2*A*PI)
LA=0.274
lB=0.0887
LAL=O.Ol*LA
lBL=O.Ol*LS

c
C MAIN PROGRAM
C

T=O.O
TO=T
READ(8,10)TP,TON,DELT,IA,0MEGA,N

10 FORMAT(5F10.8,I3)
00 100 M=l,N
1MAX1=TON+(M-1 )*TP

'lliAX2=M*TP
WRITE(9,81)

81 FORMAT (5X, 'TIME',lOX,'CURRENT',9X, 'FUJX')
60 X=IA

FUJX=PHIMA (X)
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WRITE(9,ll)T,IA,FLUX
11 FORMAT(F10.4,2F15.4)

IF(T.LE.TMAX1)THEN
VA=100.0
ELSE IF(T,LE.TMAX2)THEN
VA=O.O
ELSE
GO TO 100
END IF

C
C DEI'ERMINATION OF RUNGE'S COEFFICIENT
C

DO 50 J=l,4
IF(J.GI'.2)THEN
L=2
ELSE
L=l
END IF
K(J)=F(X)
T=TO+(DELT/2)*L
X=IA+DELT*(K(J)/2)*L '

50 CONTINUE
IA=IA+(DELT/6)*(K(1)+2*K(2)+2*K(3)+K(4»
TO=T
GO TO 60

100 CONTINUE
STOP
END
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COMPUTER PROGRAM 3

C

C TIllS PROGRAMIS DONE BY MD.t\AHMUOORRAHMAN

C TIlESIS SUPERVISOR DR.ENAMUL BASHER

C ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,DEPAR1MENT OF E.E.E BUET,DHAKA

C

C . <::a1PIITATION OF TIlE SPEED-TORQUE CHARACI'ERISTICS OF A CHOPPER FED

C DC SERIES IDfOR,TAKING TIlE EFFECl' OF EDDY CURRENT IN TO ACCOUNT,

C BY SOLVING A FIRST ORDER NON LINEAR SIMULTANIDUS DIFFERENTIAL

C EQUATION, WITIl TIlE HELP OF FOURTIl ORDER RUNGE-KUITA MRTHOD.

C

C DEFINITION OF SOME PARAMETERS

C

C IA=ARMATURECURRENT IN AMPERE

C IED=EDDY CURRENT IN AMPERE

C VA=APPLIED VOLTAGETO TIlE ARMATURECIRCUIT IN VOLT

C PHIMA=AIR GAP FLUX IN WEBER

C CMEGA=ANGULARVELOCITY IN RADIAN/SEC.

C T=TlME IN SECOND

C TP=TIME PERIOD OF ONE CHOPPING CYCLE IN SECOND

C TON=ON TIME IN SECOND

.C DELT=INCREMENTOF TIME IN SECOND

C K(l) ,K( 2) ,K( 3) ,K( 4) ,L(l) IL( 2) ,L( 3) ,L( 4) =RUNGE'S COEFFICIENT

C

REAL *16 K(4) ,L(4) ,FLUX,LAL,LSL,IA,LA,LS,LED,IED,K1

C

.C DEFINE TIlE FUNCTION

C
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FA(X)=«ALPHAI*NA)/(2*A*P1»*X
FD(X,Y)=NS*(X,Y)
F1(X,Y)=FD(X,Y)-FA(X)
F2(X,Y)=FD(X,Y)+FA(X)
PHlMA(X,Y)=(A1/(2*FA(X»)*(F2(X,Y)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X,Y»)-F1(X,Y)*
+(ATAN(B1*F1(X,Y»)-(1/(2*B1»*(ALOG«1+(B1**2)*(F2(X,Y)**2»1
+(1+(B1**2)*(F1(X,Y)**2»»)+D1*FD(X,Y)
AQ(X,Y)=(P1*(NA1**2»*«A1/(B1*(FA(X)**2»)*(1+«(B1**2)*(FD(X,Y)
+**2)-1)/(2*Bl*FA(X» )*(ATAN(Bl*F2(X,Y) )-ATAN(Bl*F1(X,Y» )-(FD
+(X,Y)/(2*FA(X»)*(ALOG«1+(B1**2)*(F2(X,Y)**2»/(1+(B1**2)*(F1
+(X,Y)**2»»)+Dl/3)

AE(X,Y)=-«(P1*NE*NA1*A1)/(2*(FA(X)**2»)*(FD(X,Y)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X,Y
+) )-ATAN(Bl*F1 (X,Y) ))-(1/( 2*B1) ).*(ALOG( (1+(B1**2)* (F2(X,Y) **2) )1
+(1+(B1**2)*(F1(X,Y)**2»»)
E(X,Y)=(P1*(NE**2»*«A1/(2*FA(X»)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X,Y»-ATAN
+(B1*F1(X,Y»)+D1)
R1(X,Y)=-«A1*NA1)/(2*(FA(X)**2»)*(FD(X,Y)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X,Y»
+-ATAN(B1*F1(X,Y»)-(1/(2*B1»*(ALOG«1+(B1**2)*(F2(X,Y)**2»1
+(1+(B1**2)*(F1(X,Y)**2»»)
R2(X,Y)=«A1*NE)/(2*FA(X»)*(ATAN(B1*F2(X,Y»-ATAN(B1*F1(X,Y»)
++Dl*NE
H(X,Y) =LED+(PU (NS**2) *R2 (X,Y) )I (NE)
S(X,Y) =VA-DELVB-X*RA-K1*PHlMA(X,Y) *OMEGA
PIX,Y)=(NS*AE(X,Y)) 1 (NE)+( (NS**2) *E(X,Y) )I(NE**2)
Q(X,Y)=LAL+LSL+AQ(X,Y)+(2*NS*AE(X,Y»/(NE)+«NS**2)*E(X,Y»1
+(NE**2)
. R(X,Y) =Pl*NS*R1 (X,Y) +(Pl* (NS**2) *R2 (X,Y) )1(NE)
F(X,Y)= (H(X,Y) *S (X,Y)+P(X,Y) *RED*Y) I(H(X, Y) *Q(X,Y)-P(X, Y) *R(X,Y) )
G(X,Y)=(-R(X,Y)*S(X,Y)-Q(X,Y)*RED*Y)/(H(X,Y)*Q(X,Y)-P(X,Y)*R(X,Y».
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OPEN(UNIT=8,FlLE='IN' ,STATUS='OLD')

OPEN(UNIT=9,FlLE='our' ,STATUS='NEW')

C

C VALUE OF sam OF TIlE PARAMETERS

C

PARC=8.0

PPITCH=12.0

ALPHAI=PARC/PPITCH

NA=24

NS=16

NE=16

A=l.O

Pl=l.O

Z=48.0

Al=0.115

Bl=0.095

.D1=-0.0007

NAl=(PARC*NA)/(2*A*P1*PPITCH)

DELVB=2.0

RA=109.6

RED=1O.0056

PI=3.14159265

Kl=(Z*P)/(2*A*PI)

LA=0.274

13=0.0887

LAL=O•o1*LA
LSL=O.01*13

LED=0.0006925
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C

C MAIN PROGRAM

C

C

C DETERMINATION OF RUNGEIS CDEFFICIENT

C

00 50 J=1,4
Ii<'(J.ar. 2)THEN
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1=2
ELSE
1=1

END IF
K(J)=F(X,Y)
L(J)=G(X,Y)
T=TO+(DELT/2)*I
X=IA+DELT*(K(J)/2)*I
Y=IED+DELT*(L(J)/2)*I

50 CONTINUE
IA=IA+(DELT/6)*(K(1)+2*K(2)+2*K(3)+K(4»
IED=IED+(DELT/6)*(L(1)+2*L(2)t2*L(3)+L(4»
TO=T
GO TO 60

100 CONTINUE .
STOP
END
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